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Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

Req ID Outreach Source SendDateTime SendRecipientEmail EmailContent

5213 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 05/17/2021 16:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Writer/Producer jobReqId: 5213 Job Title: Writer/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of CBS 
2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicagoâ€™s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5213&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

5213 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 05/17/2021 16:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Writer/Producer jobReqId: 5213 Job Title: Writer/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of CBS 
2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicagoâ€™s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5213&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

5213 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 05/17/2021 16:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Writer/Producer jobReqId: 5213 Job Title: Writer/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of CBS 
2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicagoâ€™s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5213&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

5315 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 05/21/2021 18:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 5315 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Looking for a dynamic, aggressive, 
strategic-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of a multi-platform morning operation. Must be able to work with a team of individuals to produce original, well-branded, 
compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:-Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills-Accountable for content accuracy and fairness-
Must be able to ensure content is competitive and compelling-Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; handling of breaking 
news-Will be responsible for direct supervision of on-air, producing, writing and other staff-Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room automation-Must be willing 
to work with other departments on daypart needs-Social media skills a must-Other duties and hours as assigned-Compliance with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:-Proven 
successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives.-Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field-Familiarity with Chicago area is 
desirablePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; 5-years experience as an Executive Producer preferred&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5315&company=viacomcbsi 
to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

5315 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 05/21/2021 18:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 5315 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Looking for a dynamic, aggressive, 
strategic-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of a multi-platform morning operation. Must be able to work with a team of individuals to produce original, well-branded, 
compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:-Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills-Accountable for content accuracy and fairness-
Must be able to ensure content is competitive and compelling-Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; handling of breaking 
news-Will be responsible for direct supervision of on-air, producing, writing and other staff-Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room automation-Must be willing 
to work with other departments on daypart needs-Social media skills a must-Other duties and hours as assigned-Compliance with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:-Proven 
successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives.-Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field-Familiarity with Chicago area is 
desirablePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; 5-years experience as an Executive Producer preferred&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5315&company=viacomcbsi 
to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

5315 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 05/21/2021 18:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 5315 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Looking for a dynamic, aggressive, 
strategic-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of a multi-platform morning operation. Must be able to work with a team of individuals to produce original, well-branded, 
compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:-Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills-Accountable for content accuracy and fairness-
Must be able to ensure content is competitive and compelling-Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; handling of breaking 
news-Will be responsible for direct supervision of on-air, producing, writing and other staff-Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room automation-Must be willing 
to work with other departments on daypart needs-Social media skills a must-Other duties and hours as assigned-Compliance with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:-Proven 
successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives.-Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field-Familiarity with Chicago area is 
desirablePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; 5-years experience as an Executive Producer preferred&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5315&company=viacomcbsi 
to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

5849 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 07/08/2021 01:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer jobReqId: 5849 Job Title: Web Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago is seeking an experienced journalist to join 
our fast-paced news team as a full time Digital Media Producer. This is an editorial position. The ideal candidate has unwavering news judgment. The person also must possess strong news 
writing and copy-editing skills, the ability shoot video, and identify digital story trends. Candidates must be detail oriented and work well under pressure to meet demanding deadlines.Prior 
experience in a newspaper, online or television newsroom is required.This job requires flexible hours, including working weekends and evenings.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:CBS Chicago digital 
media producers must possess a thorough understanding of online audience habits and audience acquisition strategies, including but not limited to:â€¢ Strong journalistic skills including news 
judgment, research, writing and editing.â€¢ Ability to shoot, edit video and optimize for all digital platforms, including our website and social media.â€¢ How to use SEO strategies in building 
headlines, stories, galleries, multimedia posts, etc.â€¢ Experience with multiple social media platforms on behalf of a brand or publication. Proven success driving traffic and brand through these 
platforms.â€¢ Successful execution of visual strategies to program compelling section fronts.â€¢ Understanding of basic web analytics and how to apply them.CORE COMPETENCIES:CBS Chicago 
Digital Media Producers are expected to apply the above concepts in the following parts of their job:â€¢ Recognize and produce compelling text and video content into multimedia posts 
forÂ CBSChicago.comÂ and social media platforms.â€¢ Help coordinate digital assignments between the CBS Chicago reporters and producers. Clear communication, teamwork, and attention to 
detail are essential.â€¢ Execute effective, company compliant messaging on Social Media, text and email platforms.â€¢ Program website section fronts to engage digital consumers.â€¢ Make 
sure all daily content production is optimized using SEO strategies.â€¢ Track daily web analytics and social trends and respond accordingly. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5849&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.
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5849 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 07/08/2021 01:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer jobReqId: 5849 Job Title: Web Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago is seeking an experienced journalist to join 
our fast-paced news team as a full time Digital Media Producer. This is an editorial position. The ideal candidate has unwavering news judgment. The person also must possess strong news 
writing and copy-editing skills, the ability shoot video, and identify digital story trends. Candidates must be detail oriented and work well under pressure to meet demanding deadlines.Prior 
experience in a newspaper, online or television newsroom is required.This job requires flexible hours, including working weekends and evenings.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:CBS Chicago digital 
media producers must possess a thorough understanding of online audience habits and audience acquisition strategies, including but not limited to:â€¢ Strong journalistic skills including news 
judgment, research, writing and editing.â€¢ Ability to shoot, edit video and optimize for all digital platforms, including our website and social media.â€¢ How to use SEO strategies in building 
headlines, stories, galleries, multimedia posts, etc.â€¢ Experience with multiple social media platforms on behalf of a brand or publication. Proven success driving traffic and brand through these 
platforms.â€¢ Successful execution of visual strategies to program compelling section fronts.â€¢ Understanding of basic web analytics and how to apply them.CORE COMPETENCIES:CBS Chicago 
Digital Media Producers are expected to apply the above concepts in the following parts of their job:â€¢ Recognize and produce compelling text and video content into multimedia posts 
forÂ CBSChicago.comÂ and social media platforms.â€¢ Help coordinate digital assignments between the CBS Chicago reporters and producers. Clear communication, teamwork, and attention to 
detail are essential.â€¢ Execute effective, company compliant messaging on Social Media, text and email platforms.â€¢ Program website section fronts to engage digital consumers.â€¢ Make 
sure all daily content production is optimized using SEO strategies.â€¢ Track daily web analytics and social trends and respond accordingly. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5849&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

5849 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 07/08/2021 01:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer jobReqId: 5849 Job Title: Web Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago is seeking an experienced journalist to join 
our fast-paced news team as a full time Digital Media Producer. This is an editorial position. The ideal candidate has unwavering news judgment. The person also must possess strong news 
writing and copy-editing skills, the ability shoot video, and identify digital story trends. Candidates must be detail oriented and work well under pressure to meet demanding deadlines.Prior 
experience in a newspaper, online or television newsroom is required.This job requires flexible hours, including working weekends and evenings.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:CBS Chicago digital 
media producers must possess a thorough understanding of online audience habits and audience acquisition strategies, including but not limited to:â€¢ Strong journalistic skills including news 
judgment, research, writing and editing.â€¢ Ability to shoot, edit video and optimize for all digital platforms, including our website and social media.â€¢ How to use SEO strategies in building 
headlines, stories, galleries, multimedia posts, etc.â€¢ Experience with multiple social media platforms on behalf of a brand or publication. Proven success driving traffic and brand through these 
platforms.â€¢ Successful execution of visual strategies to program compelling section fronts.â€¢ Understanding of basic web analytics and how to apply them.CORE COMPETENCIES:CBS Chicago 
Digital Media Producers are expected to apply the above concepts in the following parts of their job:â€¢ Recognize and produce compelling text and video content into multimedia posts 
forÂ CBSChicago.comÂ and social media platforms.â€¢ Help coordinate digital assignments between the CBS Chicago reporters and producers. Clear communication, teamwork, and attention to 
detail are essential.â€¢ Execute effective, company compliant messaging on Social Media, text and email platforms.â€¢ Program website section fronts to engage digital consumers.â€¢ Make 
sure all daily content production is optimized using SEO strategies.â€¢ Track daily web analytics and social trends and respond accordingly. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=5849&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6374 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/02/2021 01:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Editor jobReqId: 6374 Job Title: Assignment Editor Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Overall responsibility for 
competitiveness of news coveragePRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must be able to generate story ideas and be proactive when handling story tips. Researching follow ups on past stories is a 
must.&bull; Manage and coordinate coverage of news through efficient use of resources.&bull; Work with Managing Editor, reporters, photographers and producers to generate content for all 
platforms.&bull; Ability to write news stories for broadcast and website.&bull; Ability to proficiently use desktop editing and other computer systems.&bull; Participate in station social media 
strategies.&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED 
MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field.&bull; 1 to 3 years in broadcast newsroom, desirable. Please have 
interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6374&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we 
request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. 
WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6374 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/02/2021 01:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Editor jobReqId: 6374 Job Title: Assignment Editor Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Overall responsibility for 
competitiveness of news coveragePRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must be able to generate story ideas and be proactive when handling story tips. Researching follow ups on past stories is a 
must.&bull; Manage and coordinate coverage of news through efficient use of resources.&bull; Work with Managing Editor, reporters, photographers and producers to generate content for all 
platforms.&bull; Ability to write news stories for broadcast and website.&bull; Ability to proficiently use desktop editing and other computer systems.&bull; Participate in station social media 
strategies.&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED 
MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field.&bull; 1 to 3 years in broadcast newsroom, desirable. Please have 
interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6374&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we 
request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. 
WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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6374 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/02/2021 01:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Editor jobReqId: 6374 Job Title: Assignment Editor Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Overall responsibility for 
competitiveness of news coveragePRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must be able to generate story ideas and be proactive when handling story tips. Researching follow ups on past stories is a 
must.&bull; Manage and coordinate coverage of news through efficient use of resources.&bull; Work with Managing Editor, reporters, photographers and producers to generate content for all 
platforms.&bull; Ability to write news stories for broadcast and website.&bull; Ability to proficiently use desktop editing and other computer systems.&bull; Participate in station social media 
strategies.&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED 
MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field.&bull; 1 to 3 years in broadcast newsroom, desirable. Please have 
interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6374&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we 
request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. 
WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6502 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/07/2021 03:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 6502 Job Title: Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, 
the creativity of a storyteller, and a passion for innovating &ndash; CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for a Digital Line Producer to own the team of content creators 
on CBSN-Chicago, our local news digital streaming network. The DLP is at the forefront of transforming our business model to prioritize the needs of a streaming audience, working with the 
newsroom and control room teams to manage live and on-demand video content for mobile, desktop and OTT platforms.The DLP manages a team of Associate Digital Line Producers to code 
and stack rundowns. The DLP also takes on many content creation responsibilities from writing headlines, to producing long-form specials, to maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago 
content. This role requires close coordination with news managers and broadcast line producers during live news programs and special coverage events.Requirements:We are seeking someone 
with demonstrated expertise in timing in a control room environment.Coding and stacking rundown content in coordination with Associate DLPs and broadcast line producers regarding video, 
graphics, scripts and other elements.Anticipating the needs of the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.Coordinating with news managers and broadcast line 
producers during live news programs.Building show rundowns.Shooting and editing video in a non-linear platform.Other duties, as assigned.Core competencies:Results-Oriented, Dependable, 
Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;Preferred education and experience requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;2+ years&rsquo; experience in creating and building show rundowns in cable, 
broadcast or digital environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Demonstrated success operating in a fast-paced control room.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear editing systems.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with iNews.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for 
early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Crispin and iNews a big plus.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6502&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6502 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/07/2021 03:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 6502 Job Title: Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, 
the creativity of a storyteller, and a passion for innovating &ndash; CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for a Digital Line Producer to own the team of content creators 
on CBSN-Chicago, our local news digital streaming network. The DLP is at the forefront of transforming our business model to prioritize the needs of a streaming audience, working with the 
newsroom and control room teams to manage live and on-demand video content for mobile, desktop and OTT platforms.The DLP manages a team of Associate Digital Line Producers to code 
and stack rundowns. The DLP also takes on many content creation responsibilities from writing headlines, to producing long-form specials, to maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago 
content. This role requires close coordination with news managers and broadcast line producers during live news programs and special coverage events.Requirements:We are seeking someone 
with demonstrated expertise in timing in a control room environment.Coding and stacking rundown content in coordination with Associate DLPs and broadcast line producers regarding video, 
graphics, scripts and other elements.Anticipating the needs of the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.Coordinating with news managers and broadcast line 
producers during live news programs.Building show rundowns.Shooting and editing video in a non-linear platform.Other duties, as assigned.Core competencies:Results-Oriented, Dependable, 
Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;Preferred education and experience requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;2+ years&rsquo; experience in creating and building show rundowns in cable, 
broadcast or digital environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Demonstrated success operating in a fast-paced control room.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear editing systems.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with iNews.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for 
early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Crispin and iNews a big plus.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6502&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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6502 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/07/2021 03:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 6502 Job Title: Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, 
the creativity of a storyteller, and a passion for innovating &ndash; CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for a Digital Line Producer to own the team of content creators 
on CBSN-Chicago, our local news digital streaming network. The DLP is at the forefront of transforming our business model to prioritize the needs of a streaming audience, working with the 
newsroom and control room teams to manage live and on-demand video content for mobile, desktop and OTT platforms.The DLP manages a team of Associate Digital Line Producers to code 
and stack rundowns. The DLP also takes on many content creation responsibilities from writing headlines, to producing long-form specials, to maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago 
content. This role requires close coordination with news managers and broadcast line producers during live news programs and special coverage events.Requirements:We are seeking someone 
with demonstrated expertise in timing in a control room environment.Coding and stacking rundown content in coordination with Associate DLPs and broadcast line producers regarding video, 
graphics, scripts and other elements.Anticipating the needs of the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.Coordinating with news managers and broadcast line 
producers during live news programs.Building show rundowns.Shooting and editing video in a non-linear platform.Other duties, as assigned.Core competencies:Results-Oriented, Dependable, 
Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;Preferred education and experience requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;2+ years&rsquo; experience in creating and building show rundowns in cable, 
broadcast or digital environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Demonstrated success operating in a fast-paced control room.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear editing systems.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with iNews.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for 
early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Crispin and iNews a big plus.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6502&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6687 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/21/2021 02:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6687 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking next 
innovative and visual broadcast storyteller. A creative keen eye and perfection for detail with professional understanding of NPPA style principles. Highlight your body of work experience, cover 
news events and uncover stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts, local programming.&nbsp;Responsibilities Include:Illustrate depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news 
coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, 
while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks on long drives, in all weather conditions.Take 
utmost care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production 
strategy.Physical ability to carry and manipulate at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone. Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; 
executing long cable runs of perhaps several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.&nbsp;Strengths: Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and 
innovative.Excellent storytelling skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights 
and/or overnights.Capable of potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments in the field.Communicate reliably and accurately, especially safety issues and details 
associated with editorial content and urgent information at various news locations.Ability to deal with complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news 
media, coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Contribute writing content for air, 
social media strategies as well as multimedia journalism.&nbsp;Qualifications and Certifications:Five years&rsquo; experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 
market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG 
experience with DOT and Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6687&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6687 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/21/2021 02:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6687 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking next 
innovative and visual broadcast storyteller. A creative keen eye and perfection for detail with professional understanding of NPPA style principles. Highlight your body of work experience, cover 
news events and uncover stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts, local programming.&nbsp;Responsibilities Include:Illustrate depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news 
coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, 
while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks on long drives, in all weather conditions.Take 
utmost care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production 
strategy.Physical ability to carry and manipulate at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone. Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; 
executing long cable runs of perhaps several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.&nbsp;Strengths: Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and 
innovative.Excellent storytelling skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights 
and/or overnights.Capable of potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments in the field.Communicate reliably and accurately, especially safety issues and details 
associated with editorial content and urgent information at various news locations.Ability to deal with complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news 
media, coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Contribute writing content for air, 
social media strategies as well as multimedia journalism.&nbsp;Qualifications and Certifications:Five years&rsquo; experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 
market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG 
experience with DOT and Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6687&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6687 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/21/2021 02:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6687 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking next 
innovative and visual broadcast storyteller. A creative keen eye and perfection for detail with professional understanding of NPPA style principles. Highlight your body of work experience, cover 
news events and uncover stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts, local programming.&nbsp;Responsibilities Include:Illustrate depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news 
coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, 
while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks on long drives, in all weather conditions.Take 
utmost care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production 
strategy.Physical ability to carry and manipulate at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone. Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; 
executing long cable runs of perhaps several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.&nbsp;Strengths: Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and 
innovative.Excellent storytelling skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights 
and/or overnights.Capable of potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments in the field.Communicate reliably and accurately, especially safety issues and details 
associated with editorial content and urgent information at various news locations.Ability to deal with complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news 
media, coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Contribute writing content for air, 
social media strategies as well as multimedia journalism.&nbsp;Qualifications and Certifications:Five years&rsquo; experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 
market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG 
experience with DOT and Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6687&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6689 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6689 Job Title: Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Gather 
information about news stories, shoot, edit, and deliver information on-line and on-air.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Enterprise content that is compliant with news strategies&bull; 
Ability to accurately and creatively report daily news and breaking news&bull; Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Work closely with digital content director and 
managing editor to create compelling content&bull; Write copy and order graphics&bull; Must be able to function as MMJ, report, write, shoot and edit stories&bull; Participate in editorial 
meetings, contribute actionable enterprise content&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy, fairness and 
ethics&bull; Prepare copy for use on-line, social/digital media and on radio&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and Innovative&bull; Ability to write 
and edit broadcast copy that is compliant with news strategies&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Appear comfortable on camera; receive feedback and adjust performance 
accordingly&bull; Experience with non-linear shooting and editing, a plus&bull; Knowledge of use of social media a must and ability to execute station&rsquo;s social media strategy and 
effortsPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; experience as a general assignment reporter, preferably in a top 20 market&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s 
degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, strongly preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6689&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6689 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6689 Job Title: Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Gather 
information about news stories, shoot, edit, and deliver information on-line and on-air.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Enterprise content that is compliant with news strategies&bull; 
Ability to accurately and creatively report daily news and breaking news&bull; Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Work closely with digital content director and 
managing editor to create compelling content&bull; Write copy and order graphics&bull; Must be able to function as MMJ, report, write, shoot and edit stories&bull; Participate in editorial 
meetings, contribute actionable enterprise content&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy, fairness and 
ethics&bull; Prepare copy for use on-line, social/digital media and on radio&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and Innovative&bull; Ability to write 
and edit broadcast copy that is compliant with news strategies&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Appear comfortable on camera; receive feedback and adjust performance 
accordingly&bull; Experience with non-linear shooting and editing, a plus&bull; Knowledge of use of social media a must and ability to execute station&rsquo;s social media strategy and 
effortsPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; experience as a general assignment reporter, preferably in a top 20 market&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s 
degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, strongly preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6689&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6689 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6689 Job Title: Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Gather 
information about news stories, shoot, edit, and deliver information on-line and on-air.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Enterprise content that is compliant with news strategies&bull; 
Ability to accurately and creatively report daily news and breaking news&bull; Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Work closely with digital content director and 
managing editor to create compelling content&bull; Write copy and order graphics&bull; Must be able to function as MMJ, report, write, shoot and edit stories&bull; Participate in editorial 
meetings, contribute actionable enterprise content&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy, fairness and 
ethics&bull; Prepare copy for use on-line, social/digital media and on radio&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and Innovative&bull; Ability to write 
and edit broadcast copy that is compliant with news strategies&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Appear comfortable on camera; receive feedback and adjust performance 
accordingly&bull; Experience with non-linear shooting and editing, a plus&bull; Knowledge of use of social media a must and ability to execute station&rsquo;s social media strategy and 
effortsPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; experience as a general assignment reporter, preferably in a top 20 market&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s 
degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, strongly preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6689&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6691 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/19/2021 01:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter jobReqId: 6691 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS (WBBM-TV) has an opening for an experienced, 
real-time Anchor to join our news team. This is a unique position for an anchor to be self-sufficient and research, gather, write and present breaking news in real-time for the morning daypart on 
all platforms. The successful candidate is an outstanding communicator on air, online and on social media platforms. We are looking for a leader who works well with the team and can 
successfully execute the station mission and the vision for the position. The ideal candidate must be able to gather and anchor breaking news with a high degree of skill and passion. To be 
considered, you must be willing to work any shift and agree to shoot and edit video using a light consumer-grade camera.Required Skills:&bull; This journalist must have proven technical 
experience with news gathering platforms, routers, and touch screens.&bull; Must be confident and comfortable in delivering content in an unscripted format on-air.&bull; Proven success in 
enterprising and reporting compelling stories.&bull; Must be able to edit video; utilize iNews rundowns; manipulate scripts and coordinate with crews in the field.&bull; Comfortably report live 
and recorded, scripted and unscripted, with clarity, accuracy and confidence&bull; Collaborate effectively with a wide range of personnel to create compelling content and newsworthy 
stories&bull; Maintain a steadfast commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; Write clearly and understand how to captivate readers/viewers, and use video and graphics to illustrate story facts 
and ideas&bull; Deliver strong live shots, while maintaining a high degree of professionalism and accuracy&bull; Build sources, generate story ideas and participate in editorial meetings in order 
to engage our audience&bull; Minimum 5 years&rsquo; experience on air, preferably anchoring in a top 20 market&bull; Must possess a college degree or equivalent experiencePreferred 
Skills:&bull; Strong social media skills to connect all audiences on all platforms&bull; Work independently with initiative and passion for breaking news&bull; Lead and innovate news gathering 
and presentation while at a live desk.&bull; Experience shooting and editing with Prosumer camera Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6691&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6691 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/19/2021 01:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter jobReqId: 6691 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS (WBBM-TV) has an opening for an experienced, 
real-time Anchor to join our news team. This is a unique position for an anchor to be self-sufficient and research, gather, write and present breaking news in real-time for the morning daypart on 
all platforms. The successful candidate is an outstanding communicator on air, online and on social media platforms. We are looking for a leader who works well with the team and can 
successfully execute the station mission and the vision for the position. The ideal candidate must be able to gather and anchor breaking news with a high degree of skill and passion. To be 
considered, you must be willing to work any shift and agree to shoot and edit video using a light consumer-grade camera.Required Skills:&bull; This journalist must have proven technical 
experience with news gathering platforms, routers, and touch screens.&bull; Must be confident and comfortable in delivering content in an unscripted format on-air.&bull; Proven success in 
enterprising and reporting compelling stories.&bull; Must be able to edit video; utilize iNews rundowns; manipulate scripts and coordinate with crews in the field.&bull; Comfortably report live 
and recorded, scripted and unscripted, with clarity, accuracy and confidence&bull; Collaborate effectively with a wide range of personnel to create compelling content and newsworthy 
stories&bull; Maintain a steadfast commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; Write clearly and understand how to captivate readers/viewers, and use video and graphics to illustrate story facts 
and ideas&bull; Deliver strong live shots, while maintaining a high degree of professionalism and accuracy&bull; Build sources, generate story ideas and participate in editorial meetings in order 
to engage our audience&bull; Minimum 5 years&rsquo; experience on air, preferably anchoring in a top 20 market&bull; Must possess a college degree or equivalent experiencePreferred 
Skills:&bull; Strong social media skills to connect all audiences on all platforms&bull; Work independently with initiative and passion for breaking news&bull; Lead and innovate news gathering 
and presentation while at a live desk.&bull; Experience shooting and editing with Prosumer camera Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6691&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6691 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/19/2021 01:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter jobReqId: 6691 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS (WBBM-TV) has an opening for an experienced, 
real-time Anchor to join our news team. This is a unique position for an anchor to be self-sufficient and research, gather, write and present breaking news in real-time for the morning daypart on 
all platforms. The successful candidate is an outstanding communicator on air, online and on social media platforms. We are looking for a leader who works well with the team and can 
successfully execute the station mission and the vision for the position. The ideal candidate must be able to gather and anchor breaking news with a high degree of skill and passion. To be 
considered, you must be willing to work any shift and agree to shoot and edit video using a light consumer-grade camera.Required Skills:&bull; This journalist must have proven technical 
experience with news gathering platforms, routers, and touch screens.&bull; Must be confident and comfortable in delivering content in an unscripted format on-air.&bull; Proven success in 
enterprising and reporting compelling stories.&bull; Must be able to edit video; utilize iNews rundowns; manipulate scripts and coordinate with crews in the field.&bull; Comfortably report live 
and recorded, scripted and unscripted, with clarity, accuracy and confidence&bull; Collaborate effectively with a wide range of personnel to create compelling content and newsworthy 
stories&bull; Maintain a steadfast commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; Write clearly and understand how to captivate readers/viewers, and use video and graphics to illustrate story facts 
and ideas&bull; Deliver strong live shots, while maintaining a high degree of professionalism and accuracy&bull; Build sources, generate story ideas and participate in editorial meetings in order 
to engage our audience&bull; Minimum 5 years&rsquo; experience on air, preferably anchoring in a top 20 market&bull; Must possess a college degree or equivalent experiencePreferred 
Skills:&bull; Strong social media skills to connect all audiences on all platforms&bull; Work independently with initiative and passion for breaking news&bull; Lead and innovate news gathering 
and presentation while at a live desk.&bull; Experience shooting and editing with Prosumer camera Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6691&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6717 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/25/2021 02:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6717 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking a full time 
groundbreaking broadcast Photojournalist with a passion for storytelling. Do you thrive on the details? Present accurate content that captivates an audience? Do you value integrity and practice 
NPPA principles? Then we are looking for you to join our team! Show us your body of highlighted work experience, cover news events and uncover stories for CBS 2 newscasts, local 
programming.Â Responsibilities Include:Bring depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions.Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, 
positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks in all weather conditions.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.Physical 
ability to carry at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone.Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; executing long cable runs of perhaps 
several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.Â Strengths:Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and innovative.Excellent storytelling 
skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights and/or overnights.Capable of 
potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments out.Communicate optimally and accurately around safety issues and urgent information at various news locations.Handle 
complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news media.Coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and 
security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Â Qualifications and Certifications:Five yearsâ€™ experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 market.Bachelorâ€™s 
degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG experience with DOT and 
Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6717&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6717 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/25/2021 02:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6717 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking a full time 
groundbreaking broadcast Photojournalist with a passion for storytelling. Do you thrive on the details? Present accurate content that captivates an audience? Do you value integrity and practice 
NPPA principles? Then we are looking for you to join our team! Show us your body of highlighted work experience, cover news events and uncover stories for CBS 2 newscasts, local 
programming.Â Responsibilities Include:Bring depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions.Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, 
positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks in all weather conditions.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.Physical 
ability to carry at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone.Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; executing long cable runs of perhaps 
several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.Â Strengths:Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and innovative.Excellent storytelling 
skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights and/or overnights.Capable of 
potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments out.Communicate optimally and accurately around safety issues and urgent information at various news locations.Handle 
complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news media.Coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and 
security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Â Qualifications and Certifications:Five yearsâ€™ experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 market.Bachelorâ€™s 
degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG experience with DOT and 
Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6717&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6717 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/25/2021 02:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 6717 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 and CBSN Chicago is seeking a full time 
groundbreaking broadcast Photojournalist with a passion for storytelling. Do you thrive on the details? Present accurate content that captivates an audience? Do you value integrity and practice 
NPPA principles? Then we are looking for you to join our team! Show us your body of highlighted work experience, cover news events and uncover stories for CBS 2 newscasts, local 
programming.Â Responsibilities Include:Bring depth of knowledge with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, GoPros, DSLRs, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions.Edit news stories and daily show under urgent deadlines, while maintaining editorial integrity.Safely operate company vehicles, including driving, 
positioning microwave equipped vans and KU trucks in all weather conditions.Contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.Physical 
ability to carry at least 75lbs of gear, set up and breakdown usually alone.Operate and orientate retractable antenna masts within strict safety guidelines; executing long cable runs of perhaps 
several hundred feet; carrying, setting up and operating tripods, video cameras and batteries.Â Strengths:Results-Oriented, team driven, creative and innovative.Excellent storytelling 
skills.Ability to work under deadline pressure.Flexible and able to adapt to extending shifting schedules on short notice including weekends and/or late nights and/or overnights.Capable of 
potentially lengthy, physically and emotionally stressful assignments out.Communicate optimally and accurately around safety issues and urgent information at various news locations.Handle 
complex logistical situations in the field including competing for position with other news media.Coping with interference from the public and inter-act with third-parties such as fire, police and 
security personnel in a calm and professional manner.Â Qualifications and Certifications:Five yearsâ€™ experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 30 market.Bachelorâ€™s 
degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable.Strong non-linear editing background, including Edius.Valid Illinois drivers license.SNG experience with DOT and 
Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a plus. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6717&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6747 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/23/2021 01:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6747 Job Title: Digital Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: 
Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Produce original content on the CBS Chicago digital, CBSN and streaming platforms.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Enterprise and report original 
content and add to long-form specials.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Learn all the traditional functions of our web and CBSN producers.&nbsp;Required Skills:We are looking for a Digital Content 
Creator who is a multi-skilled journalist with a vision for what local news should look like for a multi platform audience.Proven strong news judgment, research and writing skillsA proven history 
of producing, shooting and editing local news content&nbsp;Pitch long-form specials and work with CBSN Chicago producers to executeCode and stack rundowns for CBSN ChicagoAssist with 
production and timing in a live control room environmentProduce web content with an emphasis on video elements and interactive assetsBuild, write and send push alerts following established 
best methodologies.&nbsp;Preferred Skills:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong journalistic 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius editing system and iNews&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Adobe Premiere or other motion graphics 
software&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understanding of SEO&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for early mornings, nights, weekends, holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web 
site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6747&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6747 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/23/2021 01:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6747 Job Title: Digital Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: 
Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Produce original content on the CBS Chicago digital, CBSN and streaming platforms.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Enterprise and report original 
content and add to long-form specials.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Learn all the traditional functions of our web and CBSN producers.&nbsp;Required Skills:We are looking for a Digital Content 
Creator who is a multi-skilled journalist with a vision for what local news should look like for a multi platform audience.Proven strong news judgment, research and writing skillsA proven history 
of producing, shooting and editing local news content&nbsp;Pitch long-form specials and work with CBSN Chicago producers to executeCode and stack rundowns for CBSN ChicagoAssist with 
production and timing in a live control room environmentProduce web content with an emphasis on video elements and interactive assetsBuild, write and send push alerts following established 
best methodologies.&nbsp;Preferred Skills:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong journalistic 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius editing system and iNews&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Adobe Premiere or other motion graphics 
software&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understanding of SEO&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for early mornings, nights, weekends, holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web 
site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6747&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6747 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/23/2021 01:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Multi Skilled Journalist jobReqId: 6747 Job Title: Digital Multi Skilled Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: 
Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Produce original content on the CBS Chicago digital, CBSN and streaming platforms.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Enterprise and report original 
content and add to long-form specials.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Learn all the traditional functions of our web and CBSN producers.&nbsp;Required Skills:We are looking for a Digital Content 
Creator who is a multi-skilled journalist with a vision for what local news should look like for a multi platform audience.Proven strong news judgment, research and writing skillsA proven history 
of producing, shooting and editing local news content&nbsp;Pitch long-form specials and work with CBSN Chicago producers to executeCode and stack rundowns for CBSN ChicagoAssist with 
production and timing in a live control room environmentProduce web content with an emphasis on video elements and interactive assetsBuild, write and send push alerts following established 
best methodologies.&nbsp;Preferred Skills:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong journalistic 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiarity with Edius editing system and iNews&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Experience with Adobe Premiere or other motion graphics 
software&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understanding of SEO&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Available for early mornings, nights, weekends, holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web 
site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6747&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

6829 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 08/26/2021 23:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Platform Producer jobReqId: 6829 Job Title: Multi Platform Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Purpose of position:To help produce a 
multi-platform morning news experience for the CBS Chicago audience. The Multi-Platform Producer will use social listening and other news gathering skills to identify, research and produce 
content reflective of the CBS Chicago brand. This position will have an emphasis on storytelling and audience engagement on social media platforms to help set the agenda for the news day 
ahead and to build a two-way conversation with our audience.Primary accountabilities:Propose and research story ideas of an enterprise natureGenerate content by monitoring and engaging in 
newsworthy social media conversationsWork with TV producers to curate and integrate and showcase user-generated content in our morning broadcastCoordinate with producers, reporters, 
photographers and editors to produce original social media videos that will help our morning show content and talent reach new audiencesContribute to the newsroom initiative to establish 
&ldquo;real-time&rdquo; workflows for both the broadcast and digital teamsFollow up on viewer tips and story suggestionsContribute to daily news coverageRequirements: We are seeking a 
Results-Oriented, Strategic, Conceptual/Analytical, standout colleaguePreferred education and experience requirements:College degree, preferably in journalism or related fieldExperience with 
non-linear editing softwareExperience with Adobe Premiere or motion graphics softwareProven experience using social media platforms and analyticsExperience as a television line producer 
preferredFamiliarity with Chicago highly desirable&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6829&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

6829 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 08/26/2021 23:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Platform Producer jobReqId: 6829 Job Title: Multi Platform Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Purpose of position:To help produce a 
multi-platform morning news experience for the CBS Chicago audience. The Multi-Platform Producer will use social listening and other news gathering skills to identify, research and produce 
content reflective of the CBS Chicago brand. This position will have an emphasis on storytelling and audience engagement on social media platforms to help set the agenda for the news day 
ahead and to build a two-way conversation with our audience.Primary accountabilities:Propose and research story ideas of an enterprise natureGenerate content by monitoring and engaging in 
newsworthy social media conversationsWork with TV producers to curate and integrate and showcase user-generated content in our morning broadcastCoordinate with producers, reporters, 
photographers and editors to produce original social media videos that will help our morning show content and talent reach new audiencesContribute to the newsroom initiative to establish 
&ldquo;real-time&rdquo; workflows for both the broadcast and digital teamsFollow up on viewer tips and story suggestionsContribute to daily news coverageRequirements: We are seeking a 
Results-Oriented, Strategic, Conceptual/Analytical, standout colleaguePreferred education and experience requirements:College degree, preferably in journalism or related fieldExperience with 
non-linear editing softwareExperience with Adobe Premiere or motion graphics softwareProven experience using social media platforms and analyticsExperience as a television line producer 
preferredFamiliarity with Chicago highly desirable&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6829&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

6829 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 08/26/2021 23:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Multi Platform Producer jobReqId: 6829 Job Title: Multi Platform Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Purpose of position:To help produce a 
multi-platform morning news experience for the CBS Chicago audience. The Multi-Platform Producer will use social listening and other news gathering skills to identify, research and produce 
content reflective of the CBS Chicago brand. This position will have an emphasis on storytelling and audience engagement on social media platforms to help set the agenda for the news day 
ahead and to build a two-way conversation with our audience.Primary accountabilities:Propose and research story ideas of an enterprise natureGenerate content by monitoring and engaging in 
newsworthy social media conversationsWork with TV producers to curate and integrate and showcase user-generated content in our morning broadcastCoordinate with producers, reporters, 
photographers and editors to produce original social media videos that will help our morning show content and talent reach new audiencesContribute to the newsroom initiative to establish 
&ldquo;real-time&rdquo; workflows for both the broadcast and digital teamsFollow up on viewer tips and story suggestionsContribute to daily news coverageRequirements: We are seeking a 
Results-Oriented, Strategic, Conceptual/Analytical, standout colleaguePreferred education and experience requirements:College degree, preferably in journalism or related fieldExperience with 
non-linear editing softwareExperience with Adobe Premiere or motion graphics softwareProven experience using social media platforms and analyticsExperience as a television line producer 
preferredFamiliarity with Chicago highly desirable&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=6829&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

7108 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 09/10/2021 17:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter Weather jobReqId: 7108 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Weather Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Anchor 
Weather segments on all station platforms, as needed.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:ANCHOR:&bull; Present Weather information across all platforms with understanding and confidence&bull; 
Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Appear at public and station events, as required&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; 
Prepare and coordinate weather content for daily newscasts, streams and digital platforms&bull; Ensure that daily production deadlines are met, in consultation with news leadership&bull; 
Expertise in severe weather and station weather technology, graphics and computers.&bull; Ability to develop innovative, storytelling graphics&bull; Contribute story ideas&bull; Other duties, as 
assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Innovative, organized, and results-oriented&bull; Must have expert knowledge of local and national weather&bull; Ability to assemble high quality video 
and editorial content&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast and digital copy&bull; Appear comfortable on camera&bull; Ability to do live field reporting work on weather and news 
stories&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Must demonstrate leadership and people skills&bull; Contribute to station&rsquo;s digital &amp; social media strategiesPREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Television weather anchoring experience, preferably five years in top 20 market. AMS Seal required.&bull; Degree in Meteorology or similar 
field&bull; Available to work irregular hours, weekends, and holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7108&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

7108 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 09/10/2021 17:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter Weather jobReqId: 7108 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Weather Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Anchor 
Weather segments on all station platforms, as needed.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:ANCHOR:&bull; Present Weather information across all platforms with understanding and confidence&bull; 
Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Appear at public and station events, as required&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; 
Prepare and coordinate weather content for daily newscasts, streams and digital platforms&bull; Ensure that daily production deadlines are met, in consultation with news leadership&bull; 
Expertise in severe weather and station weather technology, graphics and computers.&bull; Ability to develop innovative, storytelling graphics&bull; Contribute story ideas&bull; Other duties, as 
assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Innovative, organized, and results-oriented&bull; Must have expert knowledge of local and national weather&bull; Ability to assemble high quality video 
and editorial content&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast and digital copy&bull; Appear comfortable on camera&bull; Ability to do live field reporting work on weather and news 
stories&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Must demonstrate leadership and people skills&bull; Contribute to station&rsquo;s digital &amp; social media strategiesPREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Television weather anchoring experience, preferably five years in top 20 market. AMS Seal required.&bull; Degree in Meteorology or similar 
field&bull; Available to work irregular hours, weekends, and holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7108&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

7108 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 09/10/2021 17:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Anchor/Reporter Weather jobReqId: 7108 Job Title: Anchor/Reporter Weather Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Anchor 
Weather segments on all station platforms, as needed.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:ANCHOR:&bull; Present Weather information across all platforms with understanding and confidence&bull; 
Report live and on-tape &ndash; scripted and unscripted&bull; Appear at public and station events, as required&bull; Maintain an unequivocal commitment to accuracy and fairness&bull; 
Prepare and coordinate weather content for daily newscasts, streams and digital platforms&bull; Ensure that daily production deadlines are met, in consultation with news leadership&bull; 
Expertise in severe weather and station weather technology, graphics and computers.&bull; Ability to develop innovative, storytelling graphics&bull; Contribute story ideas&bull; Other duties, as 
assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Innovative, organized, and results-oriented&bull; Must have expert knowledge of local and national weather&bull; Ability to assemble high quality video 
and editorial content&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast and digital copy&bull; Appear comfortable on camera&bull; Ability to do live field reporting work on weather and news 
stories&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressure&bull; Must demonstrate leadership and people skills&bull; Contribute to station&rsquo;s digital &amp; social media strategiesPREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Television weather anchoring experience, preferably five years in top 20 market. AMS Seal required.&bull; Degree in Meteorology or similar 
field&bull; Available to work irregular hours, weekends, and holidays Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7108&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

7156 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 09/14/2021 21:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Art Director jobReqId: 7156 Job Title: Art Director Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago, WBBM-TV seeks a creative collaborative Art 
Director who will lead a multidisciplinary team in the conceptualizing of production design. As our leader in design, we value and look to you in crafting the look and feel of all of CBS Chicago 
and CBSN streaming news.&nbsp;Reporting to the Creative Director, you will collaborate with News Directors, Assistant News Director and other members of the team to develop strategic 
solutions. You are someone who finds inspiration while walking down the street or perhaps a pseudo-stalker in design websites stimulates and helps you thrive in generating original ideas. You 
love to collaborate with others as well as being the co-pilot serving as a daily continuous voice for direction on the design process. Your days will be a mix of high-level design overview and 
digging into detail, all while building a continuous inclusive perspective!&nbsp;Responsibilities:Develop and lead all aspects of creative concepts for on-air look for CBS Chicago.Meet CBS 
objectives and strategies and adhering to tight deadlines.Direct and collaborate with staff and freelance designers.Work as a hands-on designer while closely nurturing conceptual development 
through every step of production.Direct the work of outside vendors as needed.Help handle and schedule an efficient workflow among the team.Lead and mentor junior staff, support, motivate 
and inspire designers with encouragement and constructive feedback. Eager, diligent and obsessed with attention to detail.Wizard in typography and motion design capabilities.Current with 
design trends, techniques, and processes.Seek out new recommendations and best design approach.Leads through vision, balancing multiple complex projects while simultaneously meeting 
quick turnaround tight deadlines in a high-work volume environment.&nbsp;Qualifications:7+ years of industry experience.3+ years of art direction, project lead, team management experience 
designing and directing production of branded materials and custom pieces.Skillful with Adobe Creative Suite (After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator).Working knowledge of 3D platform, Cinema 
4D and ViZRT.Strong communication and presentation skills.Undergraduate degree in Graphic Design or related subject. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7156&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

7156 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 09/14/2021 21:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Art Director jobReqId: 7156 Job Title: Art Director Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago, WBBM-TV seeks a creative collaborative Art 
Director who will lead a multidisciplinary team in the conceptualizing of production design. As our leader in design, we value and look to you in crafting the look and feel of all of CBS Chicago 
and CBSN streaming news.&nbsp;Reporting to the Creative Director, you will collaborate with News Directors, Assistant News Director and other members of the team to develop strategic 
solutions. You are someone who finds inspiration while walking down the street or perhaps a pseudo-stalker in design websites stimulates and helps you thrive in generating original ideas. You 
love to collaborate with others as well as being the co-pilot serving as a daily continuous voice for direction on the design process. Your days will be a mix of high-level design overview and 
digging into detail, all while building a continuous inclusive perspective!&nbsp;Responsibilities:Develop and lead all aspects of creative concepts for on-air look for CBS Chicago.Meet CBS 
objectives and strategies and adhering to tight deadlines.Direct and collaborate with staff and freelance designers.Work as a hands-on designer while closely nurturing conceptual development 
through every step of production.Direct the work of outside vendors as needed.Help handle and schedule an efficient workflow among the team.Lead and mentor junior staff, support, motivate 
and inspire designers with encouragement and constructive feedback. Eager, diligent and obsessed with attention to detail.Wizard in typography and motion design capabilities.Current with 
design trends, techniques, and processes.Seek out new recommendations and best design approach.Leads through vision, balancing multiple complex projects while simultaneously meeting 
quick turnaround tight deadlines in a high-work volume environment.&nbsp;Qualifications:7+ years of industry experience.3+ years of art direction, project lead, team management experience 
designing and directing production of branded materials and custom pieces.Skillful with Adobe Creative Suite (After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator).Working knowledge of 3D platform, Cinema 
4D and ViZRT.Strong communication and presentation skills.Undergraduate degree in Graphic Design or related subject. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7156&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

7156 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 09/14/2021 21:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Art Director jobReqId: 7156 Job Title: Art Director Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS Chicago, WBBM-TV seeks a creative collaborative Art 
Director who will lead a multidisciplinary team in the conceptualizing of production design. As our leader in design, we value and look to you in crafting the look and feel of all of CBS Chicago 
and CBSN streaming news.&nbsp;Reporting to the Creative Director, you will collaborate with News Directors, Assistant News Director and other members of the team to develop strategic 
solutions. You are someone who finds inspiration while walking down the street or perhaps a pseudo-stalker in design websites stimulates and helps you thrive in generating original ideas. You 
love to collaborate with others as well as being the co-pilot serving as a daily continuous voice for direction on the design process. Your days will be a mix of high-level design overview and 
digging into detail, all while building a continuous inclusive perspective!&nbsp;Responsibilities:Develop and lead all aspects of creative concepts for on-air look for CBS Chicago.Meet CBS 
objectives and strategies and adhering to tight deadlines.Direct and collaborate with staff and freelance designers.Work as a hands-on designer while closely nurturing conceptual development 
through every step of production.Direct the work of outside vendors as needed.Help handle and schedule an efficient workflow among the team.Lead and mentor junior staff, support, motivate 
and inspire designers with encouragement and constructive feedback. Eager, diligent and obsessed with attention to detail.Wizard in typography and motion design capabilities.Current with 
design trends, techniques, and processes.Seek out new recommendations and best design approach.Leads through vision, balancing multiple complex projects while simultaneously meeting 
quick turnaround tight deadlines in a high-work volume environment.&nbsp;Qualifications:7+ years of industry experience.3+ years of art direction, project lead, team management experience 
designing and directing production of branded materials and custom pieces.Skillful with Adobe Creative Suite (After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator).Working knowledge of 3D platform, Cinema 
4D and ViZRT.Strong communication and presentation skills.Undergraduate degree in Graphic Design or related subject. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7156&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

7669 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/03/2021 21:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer, Impacting Communities jobReqId: 7669 Job Title: Executive Producer, Impacting Communities Job Description/Requisition Details: 
The role and responsibility of local news stations is to accurately reflect and represent the communities where they live &ndash; to hold the powerful accountable and to affect positive change 
in service to those communities. As we recommit to that purpose and reimagine how we engage with multi-platform audiences in the future, the CBS Owned Stations seek strong storytellers 
and content leaders who are as committed to creating tangible and meaningful impact in each community&nbsp;as we are.The EP of Community Impact/News at our&nbsp;stations will play a 
pivotal role in leading our next-generation storytelling efforts &ndash; focusing on areas where we can affect change in the communities we serve &ndash; every single day - as well as ensuring 
balance and authenticity in our local products across platforms. You will be entrusted with guiding a team of reporters tasked with building relationships and sourcing original stories at the 
neighborhood-level. You will be responsible for surfacing and creating content across platforms focused on critical local issues and neighborhood triumphs, using storytelling to inspire 
compassion, mobilize communities, and spark action + conversations. EP&#39;s will design a strategic plan in partnership with the News Director and the Vice President of Content Development 
to ensure reaching this goal every day as well as work alongside the General Manager and Creative Services Director to identify and leverage those relationships/partnerships that could grow 
into brand-compliant station wide commitments and campaigns.If you have a passion for community service and the ability to surface and create unique and untold stories&hellip;if you are 
able to build relationships and partnerships that can be used to bring a broader scope of community stories to our newscasts and news products, we want to hear from you!Join us as we create 
a new community-based ecosystem of news gathering across CBS News and Stations.Primary Accountability&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must have solid news judgement and strong story-telling 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Accountable for community focused content &ndash; ensuring accuracy and fairness&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to ensure content is compelling 
across multiple platforms&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; timely communication that will 
inspire&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Will partner with on-air, producing and writing other staff&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room 
automation&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Willing to work with all departments &ndash; across disciplines, to produce relevant content&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong social media 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Compliance with CBS policies and journalistic standardsCompetencies Desired&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;5 years or more experience as an Executive Producer 
or Assistant News Director a plus&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong, measurable story-telling experience&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Consistent track record in producing impactful community-
based initiatives&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiar with assigned market&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Connected with key influencers within the community&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Can manage all community-based campaigns &ndash; with an emphasis on broad impact with 
neighborhood sensibility&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to build and maintain partnerships with community leaders and organizations&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7669&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

7669 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/03/2021 21:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer, Impacting Communities jobReqId: 7669 Job Title: Executive Producer, Impacting Communities Job Description/Requisition Details: 
The role and responsibility of local news stations is to accurately reflect and represent the communities where they live &ndash; to hold the powerful accountable and to affect positive change 
in service to those communities. As we recommit to that purpose and reimagine how we engage with multi-platform audiences in the future, the CBS Owned Stations seek strong storytellers 
and content leaders who are as committed to creating tangible and meaningful impact in each community&nbsp;as we are.The EP of Community Impact/News at our&nbsp;stations will play a 
pivotal role in leading our next-generation storytelling efforts &ndash; focusing on areas where we can affect change in the communities we serve &ndash; every single day - as well as ensuring 
balance and authenticity in our local products across platforms. You will be entrusted with guiding a team of reporters tasked with building relationships and sourcing original stories at the 
neighborhood-level. You will be responsible for surfacing and creating content across platforms focused on critical local issues and neighborhood triumphs, using storytelling to inspire 
compassion, mobilize communities, and spark action + conversations. EP&#39;s will design a strategic plan in partnership with the News Director and the Vice President of Content Development 
to ensure reaching this goal every day as well as work alongside the General Manager and Creative Services Director to identify and leverage those relationships/partnerships that could grow 
into brand-compliant station wide commitments and campaigns.If you have a passion for community service and the ability to surface and create unique and untold stories&hellip;if you are 
able to build relationships and partnerships that can be used to bring a broader scope of community stories to our newscasts and news products, we want to hear from you!Join us as we create 
a new community-based ecosystem of news gathering across CBS News and Stations.Primary Accountability&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must have solid news judgement and strong story-telling 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Accountable for community focused content &ndash; ensuring accuracy and fairness&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to ensure content is compelling 
across multiple platforms&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; timely communication that will 
inspire&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Will partner with on-air, producing and writing other staff&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room 
automation&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Willing to work with all departments &ndash; across disciplines, to produce relevant content&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong social media 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Compliance with CBS policies and journalistic standardsCompetencies Desired&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;5 years or more experience as an Executive Producer 
or Assistant News Director a plus&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong, measurable story-telling experience&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Consistent track record in producing impactful community-
based initiatives&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiar with assigned market&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Connected with key influencers within the community&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Can manage all community-based campaigns &ndash; with an emphasis on broad impact with 
neighborhood sensibility&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to build and maintain partnerships with community leaders and organizations&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7669&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

7669 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/03/2021 21:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer, Impacting Communities jobReqId: 7669 Job Title: Executive Producer, Impacting Communities Job Description/Requisition Details: 
The role and responsibility of local news stations is to accurately reflect and represent the communities where they live &ndash; to hold the powerful accountable and to affect positive change 
in service to those communities. As we recommit to that purpose and reimagine how we engage with multi-platform audiences in the future, the CBS Owned Stations seek strong storytellers 
and content leaders who are as committed to creating tangible and meaningful impact in each community&nbsp;as we are.The EP of Community Impact/News at our&nbsp;stations will play a 
pivotal role in leading our next-generation storytelling efforts &ndash; focusing on areas where we can affect change in the communities we serve &ndash; every single day - as well as ensuring 
balance and authenticity in our local products across platforms. You will be entrusted with guiding a team of reporters tasked with building relationships and sourcing original stories at the 
neighborhood-level. You will be responsible for surfacing and creating content across platforms focused on critical local issues and neighborhood triumphs, using storytelling to inspire 
compassion, mobilize communities, and spark action + conversations. EP&#39;s will design a strategic plan in partnership with the News Director and the Vice President of Content Development 
to ensure reaching this goal every day as well as work alongside the General Manager and Creative Services Director to identify and leverage those relationships/partnerships that could grow 
into brand-compliant station wide commitments and campaigns.If you have a passion for community service and the ability to surface and create unique and untold stories&hellip;if you are 
able to build relationships and partnerships that can be used to bring a broader scope of community stories to our newscasts and news products, we want to hear from you!Join us as we create 
a new community-based ecosystem of news gathering across CBS News and Stations.Primary Accountability&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must have solid news judgement and strong story-telling 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Accountable for community focused content &ndash; ensuring accuracy and fairness&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to ensure content is compelling 
across multiple platforms&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, story placement &amp; timely communication that will 
inspire&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Will partner with on-air, producing and writing other staff&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of desk top editing, graphics management and control room 
automation&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Willing to work with all departments &ndash; across disciplines, to produce relevant content&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong social media 
skills&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Compliance with CBS policies and journalistic standardsCompetencies Desired&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;5 years or more experience as an Executive Producer 
or Assistant News Director a plus&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong, measurable story-telling experience&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Consistent track record in producing impactful community-
based initiatives&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Familiar with assigned market&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Connected with key influencers within the community&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Can manage all community-based campaigns &ndash; with an emphasis on broad impact with 
neighborhood sensibility&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be able to build and maintain partnerships with community leaders and organizations&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=7669&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

9094 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/15/2021 21:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Associate Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 9094 Job Title: Associate Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:It&rsquo;s a new era in local news! If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, and a passion for innovating, CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for an 
Associate Digital Line Producer to work on CBSN-Chicago&rsquo;s local live streaming network. The ADLP will be at the forefront of transforming our business model, working with our broadcast 
producers, digital producers and control room to serve our audience with quality live and video content on our OTT platform.The role requires close coordination with the Digital Line Producer 
and broadcast line producers during live news programs. The ADLP will also edit video and assist with writing headlines and maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago content.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Assisting with timing in a control room environment.&bull; Helping code and stack rundown content at the direction of the DLP and broadcast line producers with 
regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.&bull; Anticipate the needs of the DLP and the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements while also taking direction 
from senior producers.&bull; Helping to coordinate with broadcast line producers during live news programs.&bull; Assisting with building show rundowns.&bull; Editing video for CBSN-Chicago 
stories.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Recent 
college grad with 1+ years of experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.&bull; Ability to work under extremely tight deadlines 
to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull; Thorough knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.&bull; Familiarity with Edius or other non-
linear editing systems and ENPS and iNews.&bull; Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull; Experience with Crispin and 
iNews a big plus.&bull; Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9094&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9094 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/15/2021 21:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Associate Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 9094 Job Title: Associate Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:It&rsquo;s a new era in local news! If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, and a passion for innovating, CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for an 
Associate Digital Line Producer to work on CBSN-Chicago&rsquo;s local live streaming network. The ADLP will be at the forefront of transforming our business model, working with our broadcast 
producers, digital producers and control room to serve our audience with quality live and video content on our OTT platform.The role requires close coordination with the Digital Line Producer 
and broadcast line producers during live news programs. The ADLP will also edit video and assist with writing headlines and maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago content.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Assisting with timing in a control room environment.&bull; Helping code and stack rundown content at the direction of the DLP and broadcast line producers with 
regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.&bull; Anticipate the needs of the DLP and the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements while also taking direction 
from senior producers.&bull; Helping to coordinate with broadcast line producers during live news programs.&bull; Assisting with building show rundowns.&bull; Editing video for CBSN-Chicago 
stories.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Recent 
college grad with 1+ years of experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.&bull; Ability to work under extremely tight deadlines 
to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull; Thorough knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.&bull; Familiarity with Edius or other non-
linear editing systems and ENPS and iNews.&bull; Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull; Experience with Crispin and 
iNews a big plus.&bull; Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9094&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9094 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/15/2021 21:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Associate Digital Line Producer jobReqId: 9094 Job Title: Associate Digital Line Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:It&rsquo;s a new era in local news! If you have the innate curiosity of a journalist, and a passion for innovating, CBS 2 Chicago wants to hear from you. We&rsquo;re looking for an 
Associate Digital Line Producer to work on CBSN-Chicago&rsquo;s local live streaming network. The ADLP will be at the forefront of transforming our business model, working with our broadcast 
producers, digital producers and control room to serve our audience with quality live and video content on our OTT platform.The role requires close coordination with the Digital Line Producer 
and broadcast line producers during live news programs. The ADLP will also edit video and assist with writing headlines and maximizing SEO and shareability of CBSN-Chicago content.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Assisting with timing in a control room environment.&bull; Helping code and stack rundown content at the direction of the DLP and broadcast line producers with 
regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements.&bull; Anticipate the needs of the DLP and the show with regard to video, graphics, scripts and other elements while also taking direction 
from senior producers.&bull; Helping to coordinate with broadcast line producers during live news programs.&bull; Assisting with building show rundowns.&bull; Editing video for CBSN-Chicago 
stories.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, CourteousPREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Recent 
college grad with 1+ years of experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.&bull; Ability to work under extremely tight deadlines 
to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.&bull; Thorough knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.&bull; Familiarity with Edius or other non-
linear editing systems and ENPS and iNews.&bull; Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.&bull; Experience with Crispin and 
iNews a big plus.&bull; Understanding of SEO. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9094&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

9290 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newscast Producer jobReqId: 9290 Job Title: Newscast Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast!PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.&bull; Must be able to write and produce creative and factual 
news content that is compliant with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.&bull; Must be knowledgeable in social media and networking; support 
station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.&bull; Strong communication skills&bull; Must be able to work in a team atmosphere&bull; Must be able to manage live on air and in control room 
decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&bull; Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Proficient desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit 
from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.&bull; Ability to shoot and edit digital media&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned&bull; 
Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Proven successful track record and innovative&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions&bull; Ability to work under 
extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 
market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

9290 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newscast Producer jobReqId: 9290 Job Title: Newscast Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast!PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.&bull; Must be able to write and produce creative and factual 
news content that is compliant with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.&bull; Must be knowledgeable in social media and networking; support 
station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.&bull; Strong communication skills&bull; Must be able to work in a team atmosphere&bull; Must be able to manage live on air and in control room 
decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&bull; Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Proficient desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit 
from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.&bull; Ability to shoot and edit digital media&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned&bull; 
Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Proven successful track record and innovative&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions&bull; Ability to work under 
extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 
market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

9290 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/19/2021 23:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newscast Producer jobReqId: 9290 Job Title: Newscast Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast!PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.&bull; Must be able to write and produce creative and factual 
news content that is compliant with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.&bull; Must be knowledgeable in social media and networking; support 
station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.&bull; Strong communication skills&bull; Must be able to work in a team atmosphere&bull; Must be able to manage live on air and in control room 
decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&bull; Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Proficient desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit 
from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.&bull; Ability to shoot and edit digital media&bull; Must be willing to work hours as assigned&bull; 
Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Proven successful track record and innovative&bull; Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions&bull; Ability to work under 
extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 
market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

9292 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/22/2021 23:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 9292 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 Chicago is in search of its next 
innovative visual storyteller. Ideal candidate will have an expert understanding of NPPA style principles, a keen eye and ear for detail, with a demonstrated body of work experience. To cover 
news events and stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts and local programming. Will support multi-platform social media strategies and&nbsp;cbschicago.com. Field duties include but 
not limited to professional operation of broadcast cameras, drones, digital microwave and satellite ENG vehicles, non-linear editing systems, and IP based broadcast applications.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Candidates should demonstrate knowledge and experience with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories under deadline pressure, while maintaining editorial integrity.&bull; Operate microwave and/or KU trucks&bull; Safely operating 
company vehicles, including microwave equipped vans and trucks, on potentially long drives in all weather conditions.&bull; Bring creativity and imagination to the job of broadcast 
storytelling&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Take extreme care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.&bull; Consistently 
contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and 
Innovative&bull; Excellent storytelling skills&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; 
experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 20 market.&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable&bull; Strong 
non-linear editing background, including Edius&bull; Valid Illinois drivers license&bull; SNG experience with DOT certification a plus&bull; Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a 
plus&bull; Strong computer skills Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9292&company=viacomcbsi to apply. 
Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position 
and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9292 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/22/2021 23:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 9292 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 Chicago is in search of its next 
innovative visual storyteller. Ideal candidate will have an expert understanding of NPPA style principles, a keen eye and ear for detail, with a demonstrated body of work experience. To cover 
news events and stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts and local programming. Will support multi-platform social media strategies and&nbsp;cbschicago.com. Field duties include but 
not limited to professional operation of broadcast cameras, drones, digital microwave and satellite ENG vehicles, non-linear editing systems, and IP based broadcast applications.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Candidates should demonstrate knowledge and experience with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories under deadline pressure, while maintaining editorial integrity.&bull; Operate microwave and/or KU trucks&bull; Safely operating 
company vehicles, including microwave equipped vans and trucks, on potentially long drives in all weather conditions.&bull; Bring creativity and imagination to the job of broadcast 
storytelling&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Take extreme care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.&bull; Consistently 
contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and 
Innovative&bull; Excellent storytelling skills&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; 
experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 20 market.&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable&bull; Strong 
non-linear editing background, including Edius&bull; Valid Illinois drivers license&bull; SNG experience with DOT certification a plus&bull; Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a 
plus&bull; Strong computer skills Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9292&company=viacomcbsi to apply. 
Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position 
and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9292 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/22/2021 23:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Photographer 403(g) jobReqId: 9292 Job Title: Photographer 403(g) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS 2 Chicago is in search of its next 
innovative visual storyteller. Ideal candidate will have an expert understanding of NPPA style principles, a keen eye and ear for detail, with a demonstrated body of work experience. To cover 
news events and stories as a photojournalist for CBS 2 newscasts and local programming. Will support multi-platform social media strategies and&nbsp;cbschicago.com. Field duties include but 
not limited to professional operation of broadcast cameras, drones, digital microwave and satellite ENG vehicles, non-linear editing systems, and IP based broadcast applications.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES:&bull; Candidates should demonstrate knowledge and experience with all aspects of ENG news coverage, including Sony HD cameras, Edius non-linear editing, ENG lighting, 
microwave and satellite transmissions. Edit news stories under deadline pressure, while maintaining editorial integrity.&bull; Operate microwave and/or KU trucks&bull; Safely operating 
company vehicles, including microwave equipped vans and trucks, on potentially long drives in all weather conditions.&bull; Bring creativity and imagination to the job of broadcast 
storytelling&bull; Ensure that all daily show production deadlines are met&bull; Take extreme care to ensure that news equipment is protected from theft and damage.&bull; Consistently 
contribute to editorial process in team environment with story ideas and attention to production strategy.&bull; Other duties, as assigned.CORE COMPETENCIES:&bull; Results-Oriented and 
Innovative&bull; Excellent storytelling skills&bull; Ability to work under deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:&bull; Five years&rsquo; 
experience as a photographer and editor, preferably in a top 20 market.&bull; Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.&bull; Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable&bull; Strong 
non-linear editing background, including Edius&bull; Valid Illinois drivers license&bull; SNG experience with DOT certification a plus&bull; Drone ENG experience with FAA Part 107 certification a 
plus&bull; Strong computer skills Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9292&company=viacomcbsi to apply. 
Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position 
and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

9347 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/24/2021 20:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 9347 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for upbeat, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that 
is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team atmosphere.&nbsp;Must be able to 
manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&nbsp;Must insure daily show production deadlines are met.&nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.&nbsp;Proficient desk top editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear 
services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties. Other duties as assigned.CORE 
COMPETENCIES:Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.PREFERRED EDUCATION 
AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity 
with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9347&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9347 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/24/2021 20:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 9347 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for upbeat, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that 
is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team atmosphere.&nbsp;Must be able to 
manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&nbsp;Must insure daily show production deadlines are met.&nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.&nbsp;Proficient desk top editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear 
services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties. Other duties as assigned.CORE 
COMPETENCIES:Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.PREFERRED EDUCATION 
AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity 
with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9347&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

9347 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/24/2021 20:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 9347 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for upbeat, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:&nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and 
ability to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that 
is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copy writing skills. Ability to order graphics.Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team atmosphere.&nbsp;Must be able to 
manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.&nbsp;Must insure daily show production deadlines are met.&nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.&nbsp;Proficient desk top editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear 
services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties. Other duties as assigned.CORE 
COMPETENCIES:Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.PREFERRED EDUCATION 
AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.Familiarity 
with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=9347&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent 
with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise 
interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

10290 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 01/14/2022 20:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Sports Producer jobReqId: 10290 Job Title: Sports Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Conceive, implement and edit 
sports segments. Looking for a creative and detailed-oriented producer with a strong knowledge and passion for Chicago sports.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Prepare, 
coordinate, and edit material for daily sportscasts.- &nbsp;Develop enterprising story ideas and segments.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Work under deadline demands to build compelling sports segments 
and collaborate with executive producer and sports anchor/reporters.- &nbsp;Proficient non-linear editing skills and sports scripting writing.- &nbsp;Field produce, as needed.- &nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to add to station strategies.- &nbsp;Manage and log televised sports events and interviews.- &nbsp;Maintain an unequivocal 
commitment to accuracy, fairness and ethics.- &nbsp;Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Innovative, organized, and ability to work in a team atmosphere.- 
&nbsp;Line producing skills.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear editing. Edius edit system knowledge, a plus.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear shooting, a plus.&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;Must have strong knowledge of Chicago-area sports and history.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;Three years of experience as TV sports producer and 
editor, preferably in top 20 market- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalist or similar field.- &nbsp;Ability to work flexible schedule and irregular hours. Please have interested candidates 
visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise 
us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

10290 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 01/14/2022 20:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Sports Producer jobReqId: 10290 Job Title: Sports Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Conceive, implement and edit 
sports segments. Looking for a creative and detailed-oriented producer with a strong knowledge and passion for Chicago sports.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Prepare, 
coordinate, and edit material for daily sportscasts.- &nbsp;Develop enterprising story ideas and segments.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Work under deadline demands to build compelling sports segments 
and collaborate with executive producer and sports anchor/reporters.- &nbsp;Proficient non-linear editing skills and sports scripting writing.- &nbsp;Field produce, as needed.- &nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to add to station strategies.- &nbsp;Manage and log televised sports events and interviews.- &nbsp;Maintain an unequivocal 
commitment to accuracy, fairness and ethics.- &nbsp;Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Innovative, organized, and ability to work in a team atmosphere.- 
&nbsp;Line producing skills.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear editing. Edius edit system knowledge, a plus.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear shooting, a plus.&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;Must have strong knowledge of Chicago-area sports and history.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;Three years of experience as TV sports producer and 
editor, preferably in top 20 market- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalist or similar field.- &nbsp;Ability to work flexible schedule and irregular hours. Please have interested candidates 
visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise 
us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

10290 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 01/14/2022 20:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Sports Producer jobReqId: 10290 Job Title: Sports Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:Conceive, implement and edit 
sports segments. Looking for a creative and detailed-oriented producer with a strong knowledge and passion for Chicago sports.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Prepare, 
coordinate, and edit material for daily sportscasts.- &nbsp;Develop enterprising story ideas and segments.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Work under deadline demands to build compelling sports segments 
and collaborate with executive producer and sports anchor/reporters.- &nbsp;Proficient non-linear editing skills and sports scripting writing.- &nbsp;Field produce, as needed.- &nbsp;Must be 
knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to add to station strategies.- &nbsp;Manage and log televised sports events and interviews.- &nbsp;Maintain an unequivocal 
commitment to accuracy, fairness and ethics.- &nbsp;Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Innovative, organized, and ability to work in a team atmosphere.- 
&nbsp;Line producing skills.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear editing. Edius edit system knowledge, a plus.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Experience with non-linear shooting, a plus.&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;Must have strong knowledge of Chicago-area sports and history.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;Three years of experience as TV sports producer and 
editor, preferably in top 20 market- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalist or similar field.- &nbsp;Ability to work flexible schedule and irregular hours. Please have interested candidates 
visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10290&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise 
us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

10631 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 02/04/2022 22:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 10631 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.â€¯PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have solid news judgment and ability 
to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that is 
compliant with news strategies.â€¯â€¯Strong tease and copy writing skills.â€¯â€¯Ability to order graphics.â€¯â€¯â€¯Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team 
atmosphere.Must be able to manage live on air and in control room decision making.â€¯â€¯Knowledge of control room automation preferred.Must insure daily show production deadlines are 
met.Must be knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.Proficient desk top editing skills required.â€¯â€¯Screen and edit from both linear and 
non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties.â€¯â€¯Other duties as assigned.â€¯CORE 
COMPETENCIES:â€¯â€¯Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.â€¯PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10631&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

10631 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 02/04/2022 22:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 10631 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.â€¯PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have solid news judgment and ability 
to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that is 
compliant with news strategies.â€¯â€¯Strong tease and copy writing skills.â€¯â€¯Ability to order graphics.â€¯â€¯â€¯Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team 
atmosphere.Must be able to manage live on air and in control room decision making.â€¯â€¯Knowledge of control room automation preferred.Must insure daily show production deadlines are 
met.Must be knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.Proficient desk top editing skills required.â€¯â€¯Screen and edit from both linear and 
non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties.â€¯â€¯Other duties as assigned.â€¯CORE 
COMPETENCIES:â€¯â€¯Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.â€¯PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10631&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

10631 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 02/04/2022 22:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Newswriter/Producer jobReqId: 10631 Job Title: Newswriter/Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and execute daily news 
programs. Looking for energetic, aggressive, visual show producer/writer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.â€¯PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have solid news judgment and ability 
to support overall quality of the newscast with keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact checking, balance and fairness.Create and write factual updated and compelling news copy that is 
compliant with news strategies.â€¯â€¯Strong tease and copy writing skills.â€¯â€¯Ability to order graphics.â€¯â€¯â€¯Strong communication skills.Must be able to work in a team 
atmosphere.Must be able to manage live on air and in control room decision making.â€¯â€¯Knowledge of control room automation preferred.Must insure daily show production deadlines are 
met.Must be knowledgeable in digital/social media platforms and ability to contribute to station strategies.Proficient desk top editing skills required.â€¯â€¯Screen and edit from both linear and 
non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.Must be willing to work hours as assigned.Vacation-relief show producing duties.â€¯â€¯Other duties as assigned.â€¯CORE 
COMPETENCIES:â€¯â€¯Proven successful track record and innovative.Ability to write and edit broadcast copy and promotions.Ability to work under extreme deadline pressure.â€¯PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast line producer, preferably in a top 20 market.Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar 
field.Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10631&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

10850 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 02/03/2022 19:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer jobReqId: 10850 Job Title: Creative Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of 
CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10850&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

10850 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 02/03/2022 19:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer jobReqId: 10850 Job Title: Creative Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of 
CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10850&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

10850 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 02/03/2022 19:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer jobReqId: 10850 Job Title: Creative Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION: To champion the story of 
CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content and marketing collateral that drive audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, social and digital platforms.PRIMARY 
ACCOUNTABILITIES: Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills. Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends in new media, and can work fluidly 
back and forth between traditional and new media. Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on air and digital station and news 
promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIES Must be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms and the ability to communicate 
clear messages in new and creative ways. Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news topicals, franchises, image 
campaigns and station projects. Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, preferably Adobe 
Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: A minimum 
of five years experience in television promotion, marketing or other related creative field. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite. A working knowledge of graphics and 
visual effects. Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=10850&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

11062 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 02/14/2022 18:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer (Digital Topical) jobReqId: 11062 Job Title: Creative Producer (Digital Topical) Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:To champion the story of CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content, and marketing collateral that drives audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, 
social and digital platforms.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills.Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends 
in new media, and can work fluidly back and forth between traditional and new media.Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on-
air and digital station and news promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIESMust be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms 
and the ability to communicate clear messages in new and creative ways.Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news 
topicals, franchises, image campaigns and station projects.Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, 
preferably Adobe Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS:A minimum of five years experience in television promotion, marketing, or other related creative fields. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite.Topical or 
daily news promo writingA working knowledge of graphics and visual effects.Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=11062&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

11062 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 02/14/2022 18:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer (Digital Topical) jobReqId: 11062 Job Title: Creative Producer (Digital Topical) Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:To champion the story of CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content, and marketing collateral that drives audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, 
social and digital platforms.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills.Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends 
in new media, and can work fluidly back and forth between traditional and new media.Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on-
air and digital station and news promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIESMust be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms 
and the ability to communicate clear messages in new and creative ways.Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news 
topicals, franchises, image campaigns and station projects.Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, 
preferably Adobe Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS:A minimum of five years experience in television promotion, marketing, or other related creative fields. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite.Topical or 
daily news promo writingA working knowledge of graphics and visual effects.Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=11062&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

11062 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 02/14/2022 18:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Creative Producer (Digital Topical) jobReqId: 11062 Job Title: Creative Producer (Digital Topical) Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF 
POSITION:To champion the story of CBS 2 every day on all media by creating promos, social media content, and marketing collateral that drives audiences to CBS 2 Chicago&rsquo;s on-air, 
social and digital platforms.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Must have strong social media, digital and brand management skills.Should understand visual and creative storytelling, the latest trends 
in new media, and can work fluidly back and forth between traditional and new media.Is responsible for the strategic conceptualization, compelling writing, and solid editing of a variety of on-
air and digital station and news promotion with an emphasis on social media.CORE COMPETENCIESMust be a strong and gifted writer with a wealth of experience in digital and social platforms 
and the ability to communicate clear messages in new and creative ways.Must be able to conceptualize and execute distinct marketing and branding strategies as well as promotion for news 
topicals, franchises, image campaigns and station projects.Experience crafting effective, creative and innovative content for social media and digital platforms. Hands-on non-linear video editor, 
preferably Adobe Premiere and Adobe Creative Suite.Applied knowledge and demonstrated command of social media and digital platforms.PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS:A minimum of five years experience in television promotion, marketing, or other related creative fields. Proficiency in Adobe Premiere CC and Adobe Creative Suite.Topical or 
daily news promo writingA working knowledge of graphics and visual effects.Interested clients must submit a resume and reel. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=11062&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

12974 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 04/18/2022 17:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Desk Assistant jobReqId: 12974 Job Title: Assignment Desk Assistant Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:To assist 
assignment editor, reporters and producers in daily news coverage.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Work at direction of assignment editor to provide content for all platforms including 
streaming, digital and broadcast.Gather investigative data for all platforms.Train to run the assignment desk as needed and cover any shift.Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE 
COMPETENCIES: Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related 
fieldPrior internship in broadcast newsroom, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=12974&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

12974 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 04/18/2022 17:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Desk Assistant jobReqId: 12974 Job Title: Assignment Desk Assistant Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:To assist 
assignment editor, reporters and producers in daily news coverage.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Work at direction of assignment editor to provide content for all platforms including 
streaming, digital and broadcast.Gather investigative data for all platforms.Train to run the assignment desk as needed and cover any shift.Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE 
COMPETENCIES: Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related 
fieldPrior internship in broadcast newsroom, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=12974&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

12974 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 04/18/2022 17:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Assignment Desk Assistant jobReqId: 12974 Job Title: Assignment Desk Assistant Job Description/Requisition Details: PURPOSE OF POSITION:To assist 
assignment editor, reporters and producers in daily news coverage.&nbsp;PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Work at direction of assignment editor to provide content for all platforms including 
streaming, digital and broadcast.Gather investigative data for all platforms.Train to run the assignment desk as needed and cover any shift.Other duties, as assigned.&nbsp;CORE 
COMPETENCIES: Results-Oriented, Dependable, Detail-Oriented, Courteous&nbsp;PREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or related 
fieldPrior internship in broadcast newsroom, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=12974&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

13170 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 04/18/2022 22:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Multi Skilled Producer jobReqId: 13170 Job Title: Investigative Multi Skilled Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Are you an 
investigative journalist, a creative and a strategizer who excels at digging for stories and brainstorming how to tell them? Do you have a record of shepherding successful stories from idea to 
reality? We want your help producing investigations that will be highlighted in major markets across the nation! CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Multiskilled Producer to 
generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. The Producer&rsquo;s primary focus will be identifying and generating original stories of national importance that can 
be localized for multiple markets, with compelling storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. The Producer will be involved in a specialized investigative unit inside the CTS Innovation 
Lab, which experiments with next-generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. The investigative unit will collaborate with the 
group&rsquo;s news, investigative and special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:- &nbsp;Ideate, research and 
create investigative stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.- &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the 
work of reporters, photographers, graphic designers and website developers to generate pieces. Assist and produce content for reporters and anchors who present the story. Assist with video 
editing and graphic design for stories.- &nbsp;Efficiently increase newsgathering and investigative tactics to acquire information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating 
sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws. Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple cities or regions.- &nbsp;Vet tips and story ideas to 
identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative pieces with broad value to the audience.- &nbsp;Urgently develop and implement investigative angles to elevate breaking news 
coverage.- &nbsp;Improve skills and experience to advise others and lead editorially on projects as well as coordinate the work of colleagues as needed.- &nbsp;Acquire, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.- &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify 
complicated information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.- &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists, and legal counsel in crafting 
accurate, well-documented, bulletproof stories.- &nbsp;Communicate frequently and efficiently with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working environments 
and relationships with management and news personnel. Represent the company professionally at all times in public interactions.- &nbsp;Must be willing to work an unpredictable and 
adaptable schedule as assigned.MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;10+ years of experience as an investigative producer or similar role in a medium to large 
market.- &nbsp;Portfolio of investigative content that led to accountability, change and broad recognition, as well as audience growth and brand definition.- &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, 
spelling, grammar, and organizational skills are required.- &nbsp;Video editing skills preferred.- &nbsp;Journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=13170&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

13170 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 04/18/2022 22:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Multi Skilled Producer jobReqId: 13170 Job Title: Investigative Multi Skilled Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Are you an 
investigative journalist, a creative and a strategizer who excels at digging for stories and brainstorming how to tell them? Do you have a record of shepherding successful stories from idea to 
reality? We want your help producing investigations that will be highlighted in major markets across the nation! CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Multiskilled Producer to 
generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. The Producer&rsquo;s primary focus will be identifying and generating original stories of national importance that can 
be localized for multiple markets, with compelling storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. The Producer will be involved in a specialized investigative unit inside the CTS Innovation 
Lab, which experiments with next-generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. The investigative unit will collaborate with the 
group&rsquo;s news, investigative and special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:- &nbsp;Ideate, research and 
create investigative stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.- &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the 
work of reporters, photographers, graphic designers and website developers to generate pieces. Assist and produce content for reporters and anchors who present the story. Assist with video 
editing and graphic design for stories.- &nbsp;Efficiently increase newsgathering and investigative tactics to acquire information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating 
sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws. Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple cities or regions.- &nbsp;Vet tips and story ideas to 
identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative pieces with broad value to the audience.- &nbsp;Urgently develop and implement investigative angles to elevate breaking news 
coverage.- &nbsp;Improve skills and experience to advise others and lead editorially on projects as well as coordinate the work of colleagues as needed.- &nbsp;Acquire, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.- &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify 
complicated information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.- &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists, and legal counsel in crafting 
accurate, well-documented, bulletproof stories.- &nbsp;Communicate frequently and efficiently with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working environments 
and relationships with management and news personnel. Represent the company professionally at all times in public interactions.- &nbsp;Must be willing to work an unpredictable and 
adaptable schedule as assigned.MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;10+ years of experience as an investigative producer or similar role in a medium to large 
market.- &nbsp;Portfolio of investigative content that led to accountability, change and broad recognition, as well as audience growth and brand definition.- &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, 
spelling, grammar, and organizational skills are required.- &nbsp;Video editing skills preferred.- &nbsp;Journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=13170&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

13170 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 04/18/2022 22:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Multi Skilled Producer jobReqId: 13170 Job Title: Investigative Multi Skilled Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: Are you an 
investigative journalist, a creative and a strategizer who excels at digging for stories and brainstorming how to tell them? Do you have a record of shepherding successful stories from idea to 
reality? We want your help producing investigations that will be highlighted in major markets across the nation! CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Multiskilled Producer to 
generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. The Producer&rsquo;s primary focus will be identifying and generating original stories of national importance that can 
be localized for multiple markets, with compelling storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. The Producer will be involved in a specialized investigative unit inside the CTS Innovation 
Lab, which experiments with next-generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. The investigative unit will collaborate with the 
group&rsquo;s news, investigative and special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES:- &nbsp;Ideate, research and 
create investigative stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.- &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the 
work of reporters, photographers, graphic designers and website developers to generate pieces. Assist and produce content for reporters and anchors who present the story. Assist with video 
editing and graphic design for stories.- &nbsp;Efficiently increase newsgathering and investigative tactics to acquire information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating 
sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws. Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple cities or regions.- &nbsp;Vet tips and story ideas to 
identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative pieces with broad value to the audience.- &nbsp;Urgently develop and implement investigative angles to elevate breaking news 
coverage.- &nbsp;Improve skills and experience to advise others and lead editorially on projects as well as coordinate the work of colleagues as needed.- &nbsp;Acquire, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.- &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify 
complicated information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.- &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists, and legal counsel in crafting 
accurate, well-documented, bulletproof stories.- &nbsp;Communicate frequently and efficiently with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working environments 
and relationships with management and news personnel. Represent the company professionally at all times in public interactions.- &nbsp;Must be willing to work an unpredictable and 
adaptable schedule as assigned.MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;10+ years of experience as an investigative producer or similar role in a medium to large 
market.- &nbsp;Portfolio of investigative content that led to accountability, change and broad recognition, as well as audience growth and brand definition.- &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, 
spelling, grammar, and organizational skills are required.- &nbsp;Video editing skills preferred.- &nbsp;Journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=13170&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

16217 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 05/04/2022 02:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer (WBBM-TV) jobReqId: 16217 Job Title: Web Producer (WBBM-TV) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS WBBM-TV Chicago has an 
immediate opening for a hardworking dynamic Web Producer to provide trusted news, traffic, sports, weather, entertainment, and lifestyle. As a news professional, you thrive in a high-
performance breaking news environment while building strong communication across all verticals within a newsroom. You love to use your intuition in evaluating newsworthy content, 
anticipating, identifying, and executing the business needs while working independently.&nbsp;Come bring your talents and join our team as our next digital reporter serving our Chicago 
community.&nbsp;Responsibilities:Handle overall production of the sites, app and social media channelsWrite, copyedit, and publish news articles in addition to editing and uploading videos 
and photosOversee distribution of content on social media and facilitate livestreamingMake important editorial decisions and identifying lead storiesInteract daily with the CBS Local editorial 
staff to coordinate online coverage and identify broadcast promotional opportunitiesMeticulous about spelling, grammar and overall accuracy of the contentCreative and willing to think out-of-
the-box to troubleshoot when technical issues arise&nbsp;Preferred education, experience, and certification requirements:College degree in journalism or communication or comparable work 
experience3 years plus of news writing experience for breaking newsMust be available to work mornings, evenings and weekendsHTML and Wordpress knowledgeAP style and copyediting 
experienceWork well under tight deadlines in a fast-paced newsroomProficient in effectively using social media channels to drive traffic to the websiteVideo and photo editorUnderstands of SEO 
strategiesAdvanced video and photo editing experienceExperience with web analytics tools, such as Google Analytics and Adobe Analytics Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=16217&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

16217 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 05/04/2022 02:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer (WBBM-TV) jobReqId: 16217 Job Title: Web Producer (WBBM-TV) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS WBBM-TV Chicago has an 
immediate opening for a hardworking dynamic Web Producer to provide trusted news, traffic, sports, weather, entertainment, and lifestyle. As a news professional, you thrive in a high-
performance breaking news environment while building strong communication across all verticals within a newsroom. You love to use your intuition in evaluating newsworthy content, 
anticipating, identifying, and executing the business needs while working independently.&nbsp;Come bring your talents and join our team as our next digital reporter serving our Chicago 
community.&nbsp;Responsibilities:Handle overall production of the sites, app and social media channelsWrite, copyedit, and publish news articles in addition to editing and uploading videos 
and photosOversee distribution of content on social media and facilitate livestreamingMake important editorial decisions and identifying lead storiesInteract daily with the CBS Local editorial 
staff to coordinate online coverage and identify broadcast promotional opportunitiesMeticulous about spelling, grammar and overall accuracy of the contentCreative and willing to think out-of-
the-box to troubleshoot when technical issues arise&nbsp;Preferred education, experience, and certification requirements:College degree in journalism or communication or comparable work 
experience3 years plus of news writing experience for breaking newsMust be available to work mornings, evenings and weekendsHTML and Wordpress knowledgeAP style and copyediting 
experienceWork well under tight deadlines in a fast-paced newsroomProficient in effectively using social media channels to drive traffic to the websiteVideo and photo editorUnderstands of SEO 
strategiesAdvanced video and photo editing experienceExperience with web analytics tools, such as Google Analytics and Adobe Analytics Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=16217&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

16217 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 05/04/2022 02:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Web Producer (WBBM-TV) jobReqId: 16217 Job Title: Web Producer (WBBM-TV) Job Description/Requisition Details: CBS WBBM-TV Chicago has an 
immediate opening for a hardworking dynamic Web Producer to provide trusted news, traffic, sports, weather, entertainment, and lifestyle. As a news professional, you thrive in a high-
performance breaking news environment while building strong communication across all verticals within a newsroom. You love to use your intuition in evaluating newsworthy content, 
anticipating, identifying, and executing the business needs while working independently.&nbsp;Come bring your talents and join our team as our next digital reporter serving our Chicago 
community.&nbsp;Responsibilities:Handle overall production of the sites, app and social media channelsWrite, copyedit, and publish news articles in addition to editing and uploading videos 
and photosOversee distribution of content on social media and facilitate livestreamingMake important editorial decisions and identifying lead storiesInteract daily with the CBS Local editorial 
staff to coordinate online coverage and identify broadcast promotional opportunitiesMeticulous about spelling, grammar and overall accuracy of the contentCreative and willing to think out-of-
the-box to troubleshoot when technical issues arise&nbsp;Preferred education, experience, and certification requirements:College degree in journalism or communication or comparable work 
experience3 years plus of news writing experience for breaking newsMust be available to work mornings, evenings and weekendsHTML and Wordpress knowledgeAP style and copyediting 
experienceWork well under tight deadlines in a fast-paced newsroomProficient in effectively using social media channels to drive traffic to the websiteVideo and photo editorUnderstands of SEO 
strategiesAdvanced video and photo editing experienceExperience with web analytics tools, such as Google Analytics and Adobe Analytics Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=16217&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

17078 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 04/27/2022 16:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Data Journalist jobReqId: 17078 Job Title: Investigative Data Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: If you&rsquo;re an expert 
data journalist who thrives on finding stories that would otherwise be unseen or ignored, we want your help creating data-driven stories that will be highlighted in major markets across the 
nation! &nbsp;CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Data Journalist to generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. &nbsp;The Data Journalist&rsquo;s 
primary focus will be obtaining and analyzing data sets to identify and generate original stories of national relevance that can be localized for multiple markets, with compelling data-
visualization, storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. &nbsp;The Data Journalist will be part of a specialized investigative unit inside the station, which experiments with next-
generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. &nbsp;The investigative unit will collaborate with the group&rsquo;s news, investigative and 
special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.&nbsp;Primary Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ideate, research and create data-
driven stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Obtain, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Perform exhaustive, 
accurate and efficient computer-assisted analysis using current software, techniques and statistical tools.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify complicated 
information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple 
cities or regions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the work of reporters, producers, graphic designers and website developers to bring stories to publication. 
&nbsp;Certain assignments will include assisting and producing content for reporters and anchors who present the story on-air.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Maximize skills and experience to 
advise others and lead editorially on data projects as well as oversee the data work of colleagues as needed.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Efficiently maximize newsgathering and investigative 
tactics to obtain information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Solicit and vet tips and story ideas to identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative stories with broad value to the audience.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Urgently develop 
and execute investigative angles to elevate breaking news coverage.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists and legal counsel in creating accurate, well-
documented, bulletproof stories.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Communicate frequently and effectively with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working 
environments and relationships with management and news personnel. &nbsp;Represent company professionally at all times in public interactions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be willing 
to work an unpredictable and flexible schedule as assigned.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;This is primarily not an on-air position.&nbsp;&nbsp;Minimum Education and Experience 
Requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Portfolio required demonstrating visualization and integration of data, combined with compelling, creative writing and design, which results in high-
impact, high-caliber storytelling. &nbsp;Experience producing multiplatform content preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced skills required in Excel, Access, SQL and GIS or other 
mapping software. &nbsp;Additional knowledge in systems such as Python and R preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced CMS skills required, plus expertise with systems such as 
Tableau, Infogram and Flourish to create interactives. &nbsp;Basic scripting and HTML knowledge preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, spelling, grammar and 
organizational skills required.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;10+ years&rsquo; experience as a data journalist and journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site 
at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=17078&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

17078 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 04/27/2022 16:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Data Journalist jobReqId: 17078 Job Title: Investigative Data Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: If you&rsquo;re an expert 
data journalist who thrives on finding stories that would otherwise be unseen or ignored, we want your help creating data-driven stories that will be highlighted in major markets across the 
nation! &nbsp;CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Data Journalist to generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. &nbsp;The Data Journalist&rsquo;s 
primary focus will be obtaining and analyzing data sets to identify and generate original stories of national relevance that can be localized for multiple markets, with compelling data-
visualization, storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. &nbsp;The Data Journalist will be part of a specialized investigative unit inside the station, which experiments with next-
generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. &nbsp;The investigative unit will collaborate with the group&rsquo;s news, investigative and 
special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.&nbsp;Primary Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ideate, research and create data-
driven stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Obtain, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Perform exhaustive, 
accurate and efficient computer-assisted analysis using current software, techniques and statistical tools.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify complicated 
information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple 
cities or regions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the work of reporters, producers, graphic designers and website developers to bring stories to publication. 
&nbsp;Certain assignments will include assisting and producing content for reporters and anchors who present the story on-air.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Maximize skills and experience to 
advise others and lead editorially on data projects as well as oversee the data work of colleagues as needed.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Efficiently maximize newsgathering and investigative 
tactics to obtain information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Solicit and vet tips and story ideas to identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative stories with broad value to the audience.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Urgently develop 
and execute investigative angles to elevate breaking news coverage.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists and legal counsel in creating accurate, well-
documented, bulletproof stories.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Communicate frequently and effectively with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working 
environments and relationships with management and news personnel. &nbsp;Represent company professionally at all times in public interactions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be willing 
to work an unpredictable and flexible schedule as assigned.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;This is primarily not an on-air position.&nbsp;&nbsp;Minimum Education and Experience 
Requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Portfolio required demonstrating visualization and integration of data, combined with compelling, creative writing and design, which results in high-
impact, high-caliber storytelling. &nbsp;Experience producing multiplatform content preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced skills required in Excel, Access, SQL and GIS or other 
mapping software. &nbsp;Additional knowledge in systems such as Python and R preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced CMS skills required, plus expertise with systems such as 
Tableau, Infogram and Flourish to create interactives. &nbsp;Basic scripting and HTML knowledge preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, spelling, grammar and 
organizational skills required.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;10+ years&rsquo; experience as a data journalist and journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site 
at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=17078&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

17078 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 04/27/2022 16:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Investigative Data Journalist jobReqId: 17078 Job Title: Investigative Data Journalist Job Description/Requisition Details: If you&rsquo;re an expert 
data journalist who thrives on finding stories that would otherwise be unseen or ignored, we want your help creating data-driven stories that will be highlighted in major markets across the 
nation! &nbsp;CBS Television Stations is seeking an Investigative Data Journalist to generate content for and collaborate with newsrooms across the group. &nbsp;The Data Journalist&rsquo;s 
primary focus will be obtaining and analyzing data sets to identify and generate original stories of national relevance that can be localized for multiple markets, with compelling data-
visualization, storytelling and innovative, multiplatform delivery. &nbsp;The Data Journalist will be part of a specialized investigative unit inside the station, which experiments with next-
generation storytelling, and tests new products, workflows and production models for the future. &nbsp;The investigative unit will collaborate with the group&rsquo;s news, investigative and 
special projects teams, while also collaborating across CBS News and Stations&rsquo; platforms.&nbsp;Primary Responsibilities:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ideate, research and create data-
driven stories with consistent frequency and impact for the newscasts, specials, streams, websites and apps of CBS News and Stations.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Obtain, analyze and visualize 
data sets for on-air and online reporting, including summarizing findings, writing narratives, and creating graphic elements and interactives.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Perform exhaustive, 
accurate and efficient computer-assisted analysis using current software, techniques and statistical tools.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Understand, interpret and simplify complicated 
information, and then communicate the points and themes to stakeholders in a clear, concise way.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Localize stories through personalization and examples in multiple 
cities or regions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Collaborate with and support the work of reporters, producers, graphic designers and website developers to bring stories to publication. 
&nbsp;Certain assignments will include assisting and producing content for reporters and anchors who present the story on-air.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Maximize skills and experience to 
advise others and lead editorially on data projects as well as oversee the data work of colleagues as needed.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Efficiently maximize newsgathering and investigative 
tactics to obtain information and story elements, such as developing relationships, cultivating sources, strategically landing interviews, and navigating open records laws.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Solicit and vet tips and story ideas to identify and prioritize original, timely and topical investigative stories with broad value to the audience.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Urgently develop 
and execute investigative angles to elevate breaking news coverage.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Work closely with management, journalists and legal counsel in creating accurate, well-
documented, bulletproof stories.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Communicate frequently and effectively with respect and candor, and maintain highly collaborative, productive working 
environments and relationships with management and news personnel. &nbsp;Represent company professionally at all times in public interactions.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be willing 
to work an unpredictable and flexible schedule as assigned.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;This is primarily not an on-air position.&nbsp;&nbsp;Minimum Education and Experience 
Requirements:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Portfolio required demonstrating visualization and integration of data, combined with compelling, creative writing and design, which results in high-
impact, high-caliber storytelling. &nbsp;Experience producing multiplatform content preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced skills required in Excel, Access, SQL and GIS or other 
mapping software. &nbsp;Additional knowledge in systems such as Python and R preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Advanced CMS skills required, plus expertise with systems such as 
Tableau, Infogram and Flourish to create interactives. &nbsp;Basic scripting and HTML knowledge preferred.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent reading, writing, spelling, grammar and 
organizational skills required.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;10+ years&rsquo; experience as a data journalist and journalism degree preferred. Please have interested candidates visit our web site 
at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=17078&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any 
candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

22252 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 05/06/2022 18:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Supervisor Producer jobReqId: 22252 Job Title: Supervisor Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and implement daily 
news programs for linear and stream. Looking for an energetic, aggressive, visual show producer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Must have 
solid news judgment and the ability to support the overall quality of the newscast with a keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact-checking, balance, and fairness.- &nbsp;Must be able to write 
and produce creative and factual news content that is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copywriting skills. Ability to order graphics.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Must be knowledgeable in social 
media and digital platforms; support station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.- &nbsp;Strong communication skills- &nbsp;Must be able to work in a team atmosphere- &nbsp;Must be able 
to manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.- &nbsp;Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met- &nbsp;Proficient 
desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.- &nbsp;Ability to shoot and edit digital media- 
&nbsp;Must be willing to work hours as assigned- &nbsp;Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record and innovative- &nbsp;Ability to write and edit 
broadcast copy and promotions- &nbsp;Ability to work under extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast 
line producer, preferably in a top 20 market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.FAMILIARITY WITH CHICAGO AREA, DESIRABLE&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=22252&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

22252 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 05/06/2022 18:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Supervisor Producer jobReqId: 22252 Job Title: Supervisor Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and implement daily 
news programs for linear and stream. Looking for an energetic, aggressive, visual show producer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Must have 
solid news judgment and the ability to support the overall quality of the newscast with a keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact-checking, balance, and fairness.- &nbsp;Must be able to write 
and produce creative and factual news content that is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copywriting skills. Ability to order graphics.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Must be knowledgeable in social 
media and digital platforms; support station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.- &nbsp;Strong communication skills- &nbsp;Must be able to work in a team atmosphere- &nbsp;Must be able 
to manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.- &nbsp;Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met- &nbsp;Proficient 
desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.- &nbsp;Ability to shoot and edit digital media- 
&nbsp;Must be willing to work hours as assigned- &nbsp;Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record and innovative- &nbsp;Ability to write and edit 
broadcast copy and promotions- &nbsp;Ability to work under extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast 
line producer, preferably in a top 20 market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.FAMILIARITY WITH CHICAGO AREA, DESIRABLE&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=22252&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

22252 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 05/06/2022 18:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Supervisor Producer jobReqId: 22252 Job Title: Supervisor Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:Conceive and implement daily 
news programs for linear and stream. Looking for an energetic, aggressive, visual show producer to bring creative, fresh ideas to a newscast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITIES:- &nbsp;Must have 
solid news judgment and the ability to support the overall quality of the newscast with a keen eye for detail, including spelling, fact-checking, balance, and fairness.- &nbsp;Must be able to write 
and produce creative and factual news content that is aligned with news strategies. Strong tease and copywriting skills. Ability to order graphics.&nbsp;- &nbsp;Must be knowledgeable in social 
media and digital platforms; support station&rsquo;s social digital media strategy.- &nbsp;Strong communication skills- &nbsp;Must be able to work in a team atmosphere- &nbsp;Must be able 
to manage live on air and in control room decision making. Knowledge of control room automation preferred.- &nbsp;Must ensure daily show production deadlines are met- &nbsp;Proficient 
desktop editing skills required. Screen and edit from both linear and non-linear services to select relevant and engaging pictures and sound.- &nbsp;Ability to shoot and edit digital media- 
&nbsp;Must be willing to work hours as assigned- &nbsp;Other duties as assignedCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record and innovative- &nbsp;Ability to write and edit 
broadcast copy and promotions- &nbsp;Ability to work under extreme deadline pressurePREFERRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:Three years&rsquo; experience as a newscast 
line producer, preferably in a top 20 market;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field.FAMILIARITY WITH CHICAGO AREA, DESIRABLE&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit 
our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=22252&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of 
any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

34559 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 11/21/2022 22:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 34559 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:WBBM-TV, the CBS O&amp;O in 
Chicago is looking for a dynamic, strategy-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of our multi-platform operation. Must be able to lead a team of individuals to produce original, well-
branded, compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:- &nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills- &nbsp;Accountable for 
content accuracy and fairness- &nbsp;Responsible for ensuring content is competitive and compelling- &nbsp; Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, 
story placement &amp; handling of breaking news- &nbsp;Directly supervising on-air, producing, writing and other staff- &nbsp;Knowledge of desktop editing, graphics management and control 
room automation- &nbsp;Regularly working with other departments on daypart needs- &nbsp;Social media skills a must- &nbsp;Other duties and hours as assigned- &nbsp;Ensuring compliance 
with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives a must!PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;5 years of experience as an Executive Producer preferred- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field preferred- 
&nbsp;Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=34559&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

34559 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 11/21/2022 22:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 34559 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:WBBM-TV, the CBS O&amp;O in 
Chicago is looking for a dynamic, strategy-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of our multi-platform operation. Must be able to lead a team of individuals to produce original, well-
branded, compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:- &nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills- &nbsp;Accountable for 
content accuracy and fairness- &nbsp;Responsible for ensuring content is competitive and compelling- &nbsp; Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, 
story placement &amp; handling of breaking news- &nbsp;Directly supervising on-air, producing, writing and other staff- &nbsp;Knowledge of desktop editing, graphics management and control 
room automation- &nbsp;Regularly working with other departments on daypart needs- &nbsp;Social media skills a must- &nbsp;Other duties and hours as assigned- &nbsp;Ensuring compliance 
with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives a must!PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;5 years of experience as an Executive Producer preferred- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field preferred- 
&nbsp;Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=34559&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

34559 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 11/21/2022 22:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Executive Producer jobReqId: 34559 Job Title: Executive Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: POSITION:WBBM-TV, the CBS O&amp;O in 
Chicago is looking for a dynamic, strategy-oriented newsroom leader to supervise all aspects of our multi-platform operation. Must be able to lead a team of individuals to produce original, well-
branded, compelling content on digital, social, streaming and broadcast.PRIMARY ACCOUNTABILITY:- &nbsp;Must have solid news judgment and story-telling skills- &nbsp;Accountable for 
content accuracy and fairness- &nbsp;Responsible for ensuring content is competitive and compelling- &nbsp; Special attention to skills related to original/enterprise reporting, writing, graphics, 
story placement &amp; handling of breaking news- &nbsp;Directly supervising on-air, producing, writing and other staff- &nbsp;Knowledge of desktop editing, graphics management and control 
room automation- &nbsp;Regularly working with other departments on daypart needs- &nbsp;Social media skills a must- &nbsp;Other duties and hours as assigned- &nbsp;Ensuring compliance 
with CBS policies and proceduresCORE COMPETENCIES:- &nbsp;Proven successful track record as EP or newsroom management including leading strategic initiatives a must!PREFERRED 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:- &nbsp;5 years of experience as an Executive Producer preferred- &nbsp;Bachelor&rsquo;s degree in journalism or similar field preferred- 
&nbsp;Familiarity with Chicago area, desirable Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=34559&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

35128 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 12/29/2022 17:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 35128 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: WBBM-TV CHICAGO has an 
immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and technical execution of all WBBM live and 
recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. &nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main 
responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In collaboration with the WBBM-TV 
editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic checks and camera targeting) on a 
daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and technical execution of the program. 
&nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate 
must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the 
combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 market as a newscast director and/or technical 
director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent control room automation 
technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent computer skills 
with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-
starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with the ability to handle multiple tasks and 
priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35128&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

35128 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 12/29/2022 17:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 35128 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: WBBM-TV CHICAGO has an 
immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and technical execution of all WBBM live and 
recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. &nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main 
responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In collaboration with the WBBM-TV 
editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic checks and camera targeting) on a 
daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and technical execution of the program. 
&nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate 
must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the 
combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 market as a newscast director and/or technical 
director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent control room automation 
technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent computer skills 
with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-
starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with the ability to handle multiple tasks and 
priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35128&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

35128 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 12/29/2022 17:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 35128 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: WBBM-TV CHICAGO has an 
immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and technical execution of all WBBM live and 
recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. &nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main 
responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In collaboration with the WBBM-TV 
editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic checks and camera targeting) on a 
daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and technical execution of the program. 
&nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate 
must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the 
combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 market as a newscast director and/or technical 
director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent control room automation 
technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Excellent computer skills 
with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-
starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with the ability to handle multiple tasks and 
priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35128&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

35626 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 02/13/2023 21:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Producer jobReqId: 35626 Job Title: Digital Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: &nbsp;Overview:The landscape of local news 
continues to evolve, and CBS 2 Chicago is at the forefront. If you are an innovative journalist, with a focus on breaking news and looking for a new challenge, come join our team as a Digital 
Producer! The position will be responsible for stacking, writing and editing stories that will appear in our newscast on the CBS News Chicago OTT platform.&nbsp;Responsibilities 
Include:Assisting with timing in a control room environment.Help stack rundown content at the direction of the supervising producer and broadcast line producersHelping to coordinate with 
broadcast line producers during live news programs.Assisting with building show rundowns.Editing video.&nbsp;Basic Qualifications:College Degree2+ years general production 
experience&nbsp;Additional Qualifications:Experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear 
editing systems and ENPS and iNews.Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.Experience with Crispin and iNews is 
helpful.Understanding of SEO.&nbsp;&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35626&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

35626 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 02/13/2023 21:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Producer jobReqId: 35626 Job Title: Digital Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: &nbsp;Overview:The landscape of local news 
continues to evolve, and CBS 2 Chicago is at the forefront. If you are an innovative journalist, with a focus on breaking news and looking for a new challenge, come join our team as a Digital 
Producer! The position will be responsible for stacking, writing and editing stories that will appear in our newscast on the CBS News Chicago OTT platform.&nbsp;Responsibilities 
Include:Assisting with timing in a control room environment.Help stack rundown content at the direction of the supervising producer and broadcast line producersHelping to coordinate with 
broadcast line producers during live news programs.Assisting with building show rundowns.Editing video.&nbsp;Basic Qualifications:College Degree2+ years general production 
experience&nbsp;Additional Qualifications:Experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear 
editing systems and ENPS and iNews.Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.Experience with Crispin and iNews is 
helpful.Understanding of SEO.&nbsp;&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35626&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.



Additional Recruitment Sources Notified of Job Vacancies

35626 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 02/13/2023 21:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Digital Producer jobReqId: 35626 Job Title: Digital Producer Job Description/Requisition Details: &nbsp;Overview:The landscape of local news 
continues to evolve, and CBS 2 Chicago is at the forefront. If you are an innovative journalist, with a focus on breaking news and looking for a new challenge, come join our team as a Digital 
Producer! The position will be responsible for stacking, writing and editing stories that will appear in our newscast on the CBS News Chicago OTT platform.&nbsp;Responsibilities 
Include:Assisting with timing in a control room environment.Help stack rundown content at the direction of the supervising producer and broadcast line producersHelping to coordinate with 
broadcast line producers during live news programs.Assisting with building show rundowns.Editing video.&nbsp;Basic Qualifications:College Degree2+ years general production 
experience&nbsp;Additional Qualifications:Experience preferred in helping to create and build show rundowns in cable, broadcast or digital environment.Ability to work under extremely tight 
deadlines to write headlines and edit video for live digital broadcast.Detailed knowledge of social media and the competitive digital news environment.Familiarity with Edius or other non-linear 
editing systems and ENPS and iNews.Available for early mornings, nights, overnights, weekends, holidays; this is a 24-hour streaming service.Experience with Crispin and iNews is 
helpful.Understanding of SEO.&nbsp;&nbsp; Please have interested candidates visit our web site at https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=35626&company=viacomcbsi to 
apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this 
position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

36134 Robert Morris College (Chicago) 04/07/2023 19:00:00 UTC careersdt@roosevelt.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 36134 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: .DIRECTOR/TECHNICAL 
DIRECTORWBBM-TV CHICAGO has an immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of all WBBM live and recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. 
&nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In 
collaboration with the WBBM-TV editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic 
checks and camera targeting) on a daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of the program. &nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, 
teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. 
Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 
market as a newscast director and/or technical director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent 
control room automation technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Excellent computer skills with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with 
the ability to handle multiple tasks and priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=36134&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.

36134 Solutions by Chandra, LLC (Chicago) 04/07/2023 19:00:00 UTC chandra@solutionsbychandrallc.com

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 36134 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: .DIRECTOR/TECHNICAL 
DIRECTORWBBM-TV CHICAGO has an immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of all WBBM live and recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. 
&nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In 
collaboration with the WBBM-TV editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic 
checks and camera targeting) on a daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of the program. &nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, 
teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. 
Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 
market as a newscast director and/or technical director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent 
control room automation technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Excellent computer skills with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with 
the ability to handle multiple tasks and priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=36134&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.
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36134 Southern Illinois University (Chicago) 04/07/2023 19:00:00 UTC postjobs@siu.edu

WBBM-TV has an immediate opening for a Director/Technical Director jobReqId: 36134 Job Title: Director/Technical Director Job Description/Requisition Details: .DIRECTOR/TECHNICAL 
DIRECTORWBBM-TV CHICAGO has an immediate opening for the combined position of Director/Technical Director. &nbsp;This single-operating position is responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of all WBBM live and recorded produced programming and is covered under the Collective Bargaining Agreements of the DGA and IBEW and will be a hyphenated position. 
&nbsp;&nbsp;Job Function:The main responsibilities of this combined position are to provide daily on-air production direction and physical execution of WBBM-TV programming as assigned. In 
collaboration with the WBBM-TV editorial staff, the operator will prepare the broadcast through automation protocols (coding) as well as prepare the technical infrastructure (ELC testing, mic 
checks and camera targeting) on a daily basis. Once a show is prepared, the operator will assume the single operator position in the control room and be responsible for the editorial and 
technical execution of the program. &nbsp;This role will assume supervisory responsibilities including the supervision of other crew positions including but not limited to News TOC, 
teleprompting and staging.&nbsp;Candidate must be willing to work a very flexible work schedule that may include early mornings, nights, weekends and holidays. This is NOT negotiable. 
Vacations, holidays and personal time are per the combined CBA&rsquo;s as determined at the time of hire. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Required:&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;3-5 years in a top 20 
market as a newscast director and/or technical director.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Previous Control Room Automation experience is required including Sony ELC, Ross OverDrive or equivalent 
control room automation technology.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Knowledge of video and audio servers, graphics systems, audio consoles and robotic cameras.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;Excellent computer skills with a high level of the INews production system required.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Ability to work in fast paced, high pressure 
environment.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Must be a self-starter with excellent organizational skills.&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Strong work ethic, positive attitude and leadership qualities with 
the ability to handle multiple tasks and priorities.&nbsp;&bull;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;Good conflict resolution and problem-solving skills. Please have interested candidates visit our web site at 
https://career41.sapsf.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=36134&company=viacomcbsi to apply. Consistent with our equal opportunity program, we request that you advise us of any candidate, 
including disabled persons, minorities or women, you believe may be qualified for this position and advise interested parties to apply as indicated. WBBM-TV is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer.
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